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Abstract. An axiomatic approach to electrodynamics reveals that Maxwell electrodynamics
is just one instance of a variety of theories for which the name electrodynamics is justified.
They all have in common that their fundamental input are Maxwell’s equations dF = 0
(or F = dA) and dH = J and a constitutive law H = # F which relates the field strength
two-form F and the excitation two-form H. A local and linear constitutive law defines what
is called local and linear pre-metric electrodynamics whose best known application is the
effective description of electrodynamics inside media including, e.g., birefringence. We ana-
lyze the classical theory of the electromagnetic potential A before we use methods familiar
from mathematical quantum field theory in curved spacetimes to quantize it in a locally
covariant way. Our analysis of the classical theory contains the derivation of retarded and
advanced propagators, the analysis of the causal structure on the basis of the constitutive
law (instead of a metric) and a discussion of the classical phase space. This classical anal-
ysis sets the stage for the construction of the quantum field algebra and quantum states.
Here one sees, among other things, that a microlocal spectrum condition can be formulated
in this more general setting.
1 Introduction
One of the oldest physical field theories is Maxwell’s description of the electromagnetic field
and charged currents. A more accurate description of the field and the currents requires the
quantization of the theory and its embedding into the standard model of particle physics.
Today it serves as prototype theory of a gauge field theories.
Taking an axiomatic approach to classical electrodynamics one sees that Maxwell elec-
trodynamics is only one subclass of a larger set of gauge theories which are all justified to
be called electrodynamics. Among them the theory which we will analyze and quantize in
this article: local and linear pre-metric electrodynamics.
Assuming only1 conservation of charge and magnetic flux, the most general formulation
of electrodynamics is [12]
dF = 0, (1.1a)
dH = J . (1.1b)
Above, the electromagnetic field strength F is an untwisted 2-form, the electromagnetic exci-
tation H is a twisted 2-form and the electric current J is a twisted 3-form such that dJ = 0
(it is closed, viz., electric current is conserved).
These equations are underdetermined and need to be supplemented by a relation H =
H(F) between H and F ; this relation contains the physics of electrodynamics. The most
1At least on a contractible manifold.
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general local and linear theory of electrodynamics is obtained from a linear dependence
of H on F . That is, one specifies a constitutive law
H(F) = # F (1.2)
by defining a invertible, pointwise,2 linear map # : Ω2(M)→ Ω2(M)which maps untwisted
2-forms into twisted 2-forms. In the course of this article we will restrict ourselves first to
non-dispersive constitutive laws and later to those which lead to a causal behaviour. For a
large part of this article we also restrict to constant constitutive laws but the generalization
to the non-constant case is more a technicality than a fundamental hurdle; most of our
results should generalize immediately.
In Maxwell electrodynamics the map # is given by the Hodge dual with respect to a
Lorentzian metric, typically the Minkowski metric. However, in general the constitutive law
# need not arise from a Lorentzian metric. Therefore the classical field theory with field
equations (1.1) and (1.2) is called local and linear pre-metric electrodynamics. For brevity
we will call it simply pre-metric electrodynamics in what follows.
These equations can be used to give a geometric description of electromagnetic fields
in media [13, 14] including polarization dependent refraction of light in crystals (birefrin-
gence) [27]. Moreover, pre-metric electrodynamics is a suitable generalization to describe
electromagnetic fields in the presence of gravity induced vacuum polarization [9] and can
be used as a theory of electrodynamics in so-called area metric spacetimes [29]. Certainly
this pre-metric electrodynamics does not cover the description of electrodynamics in all
types of media. A large variety of media are know in which non-local or non-linear consti-
tutive laws are needed to describe the behavior of the electromagnetic field correctly. The
discussion of those theories is beyond the scope of this article.
Besides the presentation of the quantization of pre-metric electrodynamics one objective
of this article is to be accessible for readers with a background in pre-metric electrodynamics
as well as readers with a background in algebraic quantum field theory and quantum field
theory on curved spacetime. For this reason we are sometimes more verbose than absolutely
necessary to improve readability for both targeted audiences.
A previous approach to quantize pre-metric electrodynamics using the canonical quanti-
zation method is discussed in [32]. The aim of this work is to extend and complement [32]
in some aspects from a different point of view. In Sect. 3 we use the formalism of alge-
braic quantum field theory to quantize pre-metric electrodynamics. To be more precise, we
will follow roughly the approach of [8], which proved to be very useful in the context of
quantum field theory on curved spacetimes. We believe algebraic QFT to be the appropri-
ate choice in the absence of a preferred vacuum state (as on curved spacetimes and more
general geometries), see e.g. the discussion in [36, Chap. 4]. In such a situation algebraic
QFT gives us a mathematically rigorous toolbox to analyze quantum fields in a qualitative
way. Of course, for concrete calculations it is typically necessary to choose a state whence
one can return to a Hilbert space setting via the Gelfand–Naimark–Segal (GNS) theorem.
Throughout this article we develop the classical theory of pre-metric electrodynamics
Sect. 2 in view of what we need to construct its quantum version in Sect. 3.
After an introduction of the field equation and our basic assumptions on the constitutive
law in Sect. 2.1, we analyze and invert its principal symbol in Sect. 2.2. Due to the gauge-
freedom present in the theory, the resulting object is only an inverse up to a gauge choice but
we can classify this freedom precisely. Moreover, we find that the principal symbol can only
be inverted when the so-called Fresnel polynomial is non-zero. If the Fresnel polynomial is
hyperbolic, we show in Sect. 2.3 how it can be used to endow the manifold with a causal
structure. Then we introduce (partial) gauge-fixing operators in Sect. 2.4. These are used
in Sects. 2.5 and 2.6 to introduce advanced and retarded inverses (Green’s solutions) and
2By this we mean that # descends from a map #x : TM
0,2
x (M)→ TM
0,2
x (M) at each x ∈ M to assure locality.
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the Pauli–Jordan propagator. Using the Pauli–Jordan propagator, we construct in Sect. 2.7
spaces of solutions to the homogeneous field equations and equip them with a symplectic
structure; these are the phase spaces to be quantized in Sect. 3. Finally, we will discuss
the energy-momentum associated to the electric field in Sect. 2.8. This will culminate in
the definition of a positive ‘energy product’ on the space of solutions if the constitutive law
satisfies certain conditions. During our analysis of the classical theory we emphasize in
particular which are the important properties of the classical theory that are required to
construct the corresponding quantum field theory.
In Sect. 3.1 we will discuss the algebraic quantization of the classical phase space in-
troduced in Sect. 2 and in particular in Sect. 2.7. For this purpose we will introduce the
field algebra of the electromagnetic potential. The next step is the introduction of quantum
states in Sect. 3.2 and the discussion of their properties. From the algebraic point of view,
states are certain functionals on the field algebra, i.e., they are used to evaluate configu-
rations of quantum fields. However, not all states can be considered physical. Therefore
we will introduce the concept of normal ordering and the microlocal spectrum condition
in Sect. 3.3. To make the relatively abstract content of Sect. 3 slightly more concrete, we
complement it by the construction of a ground state in Sect. 3.4. This construction is based
on the energy product introduced in Sect. 2.8 and follows closely the construction of states
for quantum fields on static spacetimes.
With the quantization of pre-metric electrodynamics we explicitly demonstrate that even
field theories which do not rely on a spacetime metric but instead on a different geometric
background, here defined by the constitutive law, can be quantized in a locally covariant
fashion.
As discussed above, it turned out that pre-metric electrodynamics is a fruitful theory to
describe physical effects. We expect its quantized version to be useful when the interactions
with the medium can be understood in an averaged classical sense but the quantum nature
of light is important.
Let us close this introduction by specifying some conventions and notation: If not oth-
erwise specified, we consider complex-valued functions (and more generally sections) and
function spaces. Often we use index notation with Latin indices a, b, . . . running from 0 to
3; the Einstein summation convention is always assumed. We emphasize that due to the
absence of a metric indices can generally not be raised or lowered.
2 Classical field theory
As stated above, our main goal is the quantization of pre-metric electrodynamics using
methods of algebraic quantum field theory. For this purpose we first of all need a compre-
hensive understanding of the classical field theory. After a discussion of the field equation
governing pre-metric electrodynamics via the electromagnetic potential, we will analyze
the corresponding Cauchy problem, construct the advanced and retarded Green’s operators
and derive the Pauli-Jordan propagator. The latter enables us to covariantly introduce the
symplectic phase space of the theory. As in Maxwell electrodynamics, this analysis is closely
intertwined with the gauge freedom of the theory. An auxiliary result of our derivation of
the fundamental solutions is a natural gauge condition which can be considered to be a
generalization of the Lorenz gauge.
3
2.1 Field equation
The field equations of pre-metric electrodynamics are derived from general electrodynam-
ics (1.1) by inserting the linear constitutive law (1.2)
dF = 0, (2.1a)
d# F = J . (2.1b)
Assuming a contractible manifold M , we have F = dA so that the equations of general
electrodynamics reduce to
PA := d#dA= J (2.2)
in terms of the electromagnetic (co)vector potential A, which is a 1-form. As in Maxwell
electrodynamics, we find that two potentials A,A′ differing by a 1-form dλ solve the same
equation; A and A′ are called gauge equivalent and are related by the gauge transformation
A→ A′ = A+ dλ.
With help of the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita epsilon symbol normalized such that
ε0123 = 1 with respect to some positively oriented basis, the local and linear constitutive
law can be expressed in local coordinates as
Hab = (# F)ab =:
1
2
κab
cd Fcd =:
1
4
ǫabcdχ
cde f Fe f , (2.3)
where the relation between κ and χ is given by
κab
e f =
1
2
ǫabcdχ
cde f and χabe f =
1
2
ǫabcdκcd
e f . (2.4)
We will always assume that κ and χ depend smoothly on the base point of the manifold M .
By definition, κ and χ have the symmetries
κab
cd = κ[ab]
[cd], χabcd = χ[ab][cd]
and χ is a tensor density of weight 1. Moreover, we shall always assume the additional
symmetry
χabcd = χ cdab ⇔ F ∧# F ′ = F ′∧# F (2.5)
viz., the constitutive law defines at each point a symmetric bilinear form on 2-forms. A
more general linear constitutive law would lead to dissipative forces [12, Chap. D.1.5]
but both the classical and quantum description of a dissipative system is beyond the scope
of this work. Nevertheless, some results derived in this work hold independently of the
assumption (2.5).
Using the coordinate expression (2.3) of the constitutive law and J = 1
3!
Jabc dx
a∧dx b∧
dx c in the field equation (2.2), we obtain
1
2
∂[a
 
κbc]
de∂dAe

=
1
4
∂[a
 
ǫbc]deχ
de f g∂ f Ag

=
1
3!
Jabc . (2.6)
Here the relation between the gauge freedom of the theory and the use of conserved cur-
rents becomes nicely visible in the symmetry properties of the constitutive density χ . The
antisymmetry in the first index pair implements that J is a conserved current, while the
antisymmetry in the second index pair causes gauge invariance of the field equation under
the transformation A→ A′ = A+ dλ.
It is easy to see that, applying twice Stokes’ theorem and the symmetry (2.5),∫
M
A∧ PB =
∫
M
A∧ d#dB =
∫
M
B ∧ d#dA=
∫
M
B ∧ PA (2.7)
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for 1-forms A,B if suppA∩suppB is compact and (suppA∪supp B)∩∂M = ;. In other words,∫
· ∧ (P · ) is a symmetric bilinear form on the compactly supported 1-forms. This should be
understood as the generalization of the statement “P is formally self-adjoint” to the case
studied here.
Suppose that the constitutive law is given by the Hodge operator ∗ determined by a
Lorentzian metric g (e.g., in the absence of gravity by the Minkowski metric), namely H =
∗ F . Then the field equations become the well-known standard Maxwell equations
dF = 0,
d∗ F = J ,
or, equivalently,
d∗dA= J . (2.8)
To make the relation of (2.2) and (2.8) manifest, we note that (2.2) for
κcd
ab = |g|
1
2 ǫcde f g
ea g f b ⇔ χabcd = 2|g|
1
2 ga[c gd]b (2.9)
becomes
d#dA= d
 
|g|
1
2 ǫcde f g
ea g f b∂aAb dx
c∧ dxd

= J ,
which is obviously identical to d∗dA= J . Throughout this article we will call electrodynam-
ics as described by (2.8) Maxwell electrodynamics as opposed to pre-metric electrodynamics
described by (2.2) with a generic linear and local constitutive law.
A more complex physical example of pre-metric electrodynamics are uniaxial crystals.
These are linear permeable media whose dielectricity is characterized by a spacelike vector
field X and whose magnetic permeability is trivial, as measured by an observer given by
a timelike vector field U that is normalized g(U ,U) = −1. The constitutive density for
uniaxial crystals becomes
χabcd = |g|
1
2 (2g c[a g b]d + 4X [aU b]X [dU c]). (2.10)
A derivation of this constitutive density can be found in App. A.
These are just two examples of physical theories which are contained in the framework
of pre-metric electrodynamics. We now proceed towards solving the field equations by
studying them in Fourier space.
2.2 Inverting the principal symbol
The partial differential operator of the field equations P maps 1-forms to closed 3-forms
P : Ω1(M) → Ω3
d
(M) (the subscript d indicates that the Ω3
d
(M) is the space of closed 3-
forms). Using (2.6), we see that in a local coordinate basis it takes the form
P = P(x ,−i∂ ) =
1
2
 
κab
ed(x)∂c∂e + (∂aκbc
ed )(x)∂e

dxa∧ dx b∧ dx c ⊗ ∂d ,
i.e.,
Pabc
d = Pabc
d(x ,−i∂ ) =
3!
2
 
κ[ab
ed(x)∂c]∂e + (∂[aκbc]
ed)(x)∂e

.
The principal symbol of a partial differential operator P is the leading order term in the
polynomial P(x , k) labelled by covectors k. It is given by
M(x , k) := #(k ∧ · )∧ k =
1
2
κab
ed(x)kcke dx
a∧ dx b∧ dx c ⊗ ∂d , (2.11)
i.e., Mbcd
a(x , k) := 3!
2
κ[bc
ea(x)kd]ke. For constant κab
cd , the principal symbol at x can also
be understood as the Fourier space representation of the field equations (2.2): M(k) bA(k) =
5
bJ(k). Note that the principal symbol M(x , k) is covariantly defined as function on the
cotangent bundle with values in the (1,3)-tensor fields on spacetime, i.e., in the vector
fields with values in the 3-forms. In the following we will often suppress the explicit x and
k dependence of M and derived objects.
The principal symbol is at the core of the analysis of a partial differential equation.
On the one hand it determines the propagation of singularities of the solutions which we
discuss briefly in App. B and on the other hand its inverse, which we will construct here,
is the fundamental ingredient in the construction of an inverse of the field equations. To
obtain the desired inverse of the symbol M it turns out to be most practical to introduce an
equivalent symbol Mab via
M
ab :=
1
3!
ǫacdeMcde
b ⇔ Mabc
d = ǫeabcM
ed . (2.12)
This definition yields
M
ab =M(ab) = χacbd kckd .
We seek for a quasi-inverse of the principal symbol since M(x , k) is degenerate by the
symmetries of χabcd
M
ab(x , k)ka = 0=M
ab(x , k)kb (2.13)
and so an inverse does not exist. This degeneracy reflects the gauge freedom, which in
Fourier space reads bA → bA+ λk, and the conservation of electric current k ∧ bJ = 0. As
already observed in [21], (2.13) reflects the deep interrelation between gauge freedom
and the conservation of electric current – they are dual to each other. It may be seen as
a consequence of an elementary theorem from linear algebra, according to which column
and row rank of a matrix must agree. Even though M(x , k) is not invertible we will see in
the remainder of this section that it is possible to obtain an object which comes as close to
a true inverse as is necessary to construct the inverse fo the field equations in Sect. 2.5. We
will call this object quasi-inverse.
As a consequence of (2.13), the maximum rank of M is 3. Assuming for now that the
rank of M is indeed 3, there exists a three-dimensional subspace V ⊂ (C4)∗ = T ∗
x
M ⊗C of
the complexified3 cotangent space such that the restriction of M to this subspace, denoted
by M, is non-degenerate, viz., the determinant of the restricted matrix M ∈ V ⊗ V is non-
zero. The inverse of M is readily calculated by taking the quotient of its adjugate by its
determinant:
M
−1 =
adj(M)
det(M)
. (2.14)
In the following we will identify the spaces V , produce a covariant expression of M−1 and
project it into the whole space (C4)∗.
The process of restricting M to M corresponds to removing one row and one column
from M in a certain basis. Recall that, up to transpositions, the (second) adjugate of a
matrix M is the matrix of determinants of the first (second) minors of M. Therefore the
determinant det(M) can be identified with a component of the adjugate adj(M) in some
basis and the adjugate adj(M) can be identified with components of the second adjugate
adj2(M) in the same basis.
Let κ ∈ C4 be a dual vector to k ∈ (C4)∗, i.e., it satisfies κaka = 1. Note that every
such dual vector specifies a three-dimensional space V = kerκ. An explicitly covariant
formulation of the last sentence in the paragraph above is
det(M) = adj(M)abκ
aκb , (2.15a)
adj(M)ab = adj2(M)cde f (δ
c
a
−κcka)(δ
d
b
−κdka)κ
eκ f . (2.15b)
3Later we will consider covectors that have a “small” complex part thus we already allow for such complex
covectors here.
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The factors πa
b
:= δa
b
− κakb in (2.15b) are projectors from T
∗
x
M into V ; it is clear that
M
acπb
c
=Mab =Mcbπa
c
(2.16)
as a consequence of (2.13). Using the second adjoint for the derivation of the quasi-inverse
follows ideas by Itin [20] and, more recently, [22].
The same author showed [20, 21, 22] that the adjugate of M is given by
adj(M)ab(x , k) = G(x , k)kakb, (2.17)
where G is the so-called Fresnel polynomial. This equation is a consequence of (2.13), which
implies that adj(M) has either rank 1 or rank 0, and the identity
adj(M)abM
bc =Mab adj(M)bc = 0.
Taking the definition of the adjugate and (2.17), we calculate (independently of κ)
G(x , k) := G(x; k, k, k, k) := Gabcd (x)kakbkckd := adj(M)abκ
aκb (2.18)
=
1
3!
ǫaa1a2a3ǫbb1 b2 b3χ
a1c1 b1d1χa2c2 b2d2χa3c3b3d3kc1kd1kc2kd2kc3kd3κ
aκb (2.19)
=
1
3!
1
2
ǫc1a1a2a3ǫbb1 b2 b3χ
a1c1 b1d1χa2c2 b2d2χa3c3b3d3kd1kc2kd2kc3kd3κ
b (2.20)
=
1
4!
ǫc1a1a2a3ǫd3 b1 b2b3χ
a1c1 b1d1χa2c2 b2d2χa3c3 b3d3kd1kc2kd2kc3 , (2.21)
where Gabcd is called the Fresnel tensor density and G(x , k) is a scalar density of weight 1.
The equality in the third line follows from
ǫabcdχ
ab f guc vd = ǫabcd
 
χae f gkeκ
b + χ eb f gkeκ
a

uc vd = 2ǫabcdχ
ae f gκbkeu
c vd (2.22)
for arbitrary vectors u, v in the kernel of k; an analogous identity shows the equality in
the fourth line. An alternative, elegant, index-free representation of the Fresnel polynomial
which uses dyadics can be found in [25].
In Maxwell electrodynamics χacbd = 2|g|1/2ga[b gd]c the Fresnel density decomposes
into a symmetrized tensor square of the Lorentzian metric g
G(k) = |g|
1
2 g−1(k, k)2 (2.23)
For linear permeable media χacbd = |g|1/2(2g b[a g c]d + 4X [aU c]X [dU b]) we obtain a bi-
metric Fresnel density which allows for birefringence since it vanishes if either of its two
distinct metric factors vanishes
G(k) = |g|
1
2 g−1(k, k)
 
g−1(k, k)− U(k)2g(X ,X ) + X (k)2

; (2.24)
for its derivation we refer to App. A.
The Fresnel tensor density and the Fresnel polynomial play a central role in the analysis
of the partial differential equation (2.2) – essentially, the Fresnel tensor defines the under-
lying causal structure of pre-metric electrodynamics [34], while requiring hyperbolicity of
the Fresnel polynomial guarantees that the initial value problem of the field equations is
well posed [17], independent of the existence of a Lorentzian metric. We will discuss the
connection between causality and the properties of the Fresnel polynomial in more detail
in Sect. 2.3.
Of particular importance will be the Fresnel equation
G(x , k) = 0, (2.25)
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which determines the so-called characteristic wave covectors k along which the singularities
of the solutions to the field equations propagate, see App. B. In pre-metric electrodynamics
these are interpreted as light rays representing the geometrical optics limit of the theory.
We can already easily see that the Fresnel equation is satisfied if and only if the rank of
M
ab(x , k) is less than 3.
Assume for now that G and k are such that the Fresnel equation (2.25) is not satisfied.
That is, we assume that k is not a characteristic wave covector. Only in this case detM is non-
vanishing and the inverse of M as well as the qusi-inverse of M can be constructed. Note,
however, that the existence of non-trivial solutions to (2.25) is of great importance. These
non-trivial characteristic wave covectors determine the support properties of the Green’s
functions which we construct in 2.5.
As can be seen from (2.14) and (2.15), the next step to construct the quasi-inverse
of M is to derive its second adjugate adj2(M) twice contracted with the vector κ and twice
contracted with the projector πa
b
= δa
b
− κakb:
adj2(M)cde f π
c
a
πd
b
κeκ f =
1
2
ǫdea1a2ǫc f b1 b2χ
a1c1 b1d1χa2c2 b2d2kc1kd1kc2kd2π
c
a
πd
b
κeκ f
=
1
4
ǫdc1a1a2ǫc f b1 b2χ
a1c1 b1d1χa2c2 b2d2kd1kc2kd2π
c
a
πd
b
κ f
=
1
8
ǫdc1a1a2ǫcd2 b1 b2χ
a1c1b1d1χa2c2b2d2kd1kc2π
c
a
πd
b
,
where we applied twice (2.22) as in the derivation of the Fresnel polynomial and used that
πa
b
vb ∈ ker k for all vectors v. This leads us to the definition of the symmetric tensor
Qab(x , k) :=
1
8
ǫbc1a1a2ǫad2 b1b2χ
a1c1 b1d1χa2c2 b2d2kd1kc2 (2.26)
so that adj2(M)cde f π
c
a
πd
b
κeκ f = Qcdπ
c
a
πd
b
.
To get an idea how this object looks like, we have a quick look at the special cases of
Maxwell electrodynamics χacbd = 2|g|1/2ga[b gd]c
Qab = gab g
−1(k, k)− kakb, (2.27)
and the uniaxial crystal χacbd = |g|1/2(2g b[a g c]d + 4X [aU c]X [dU b])
Qab = gab
 
g−1(k, k)− X (k)2 − U(k)2g(X ,X )

+
 
X (k)Ua − U(k)Xa
 
X (k)Ub − U(k)X b

− k(a
 
X b)X (k)− Ub)U(k)g(X ,X )

− kakb. (2.28)
The latter is derived in App. A.
Although it is already clear from (2.14), it is useful to see explicitly that G−1Qcdπ
c
a
πd
b
is
an inverse of Mab restricted to V = kerκ. The second adjugate satisfies the identities
M
ae adj2(M)ebcd = δ
a
b
adj(M)cd −δ
a
d
adj(M)cb = G(δ
a
b
kckd −δ
a
d
kbkc),
M
ea adj2(M)becd = δ
a
b
adj(M)cd −δ
a
c
adj(M)bd = G(δ
a
b
kckd − δ
a
c
kbkd)
and, using (2.16), we thus find
M
ac
Qcdπ
d
b
=McaQdcπ
d
b
= Gπa
b
. (2.29)
Thus, restricted to the subspace V , M can be inverted. Since V is the kernel of κ and thus
πa
b
(x , k) is a projector from T ∗
x
M into V , this shows that
bEab(x , k) := G−1Qcdπcaπdb = G−1Qcd(δca −κcka)(δdb − κdkb). (2.30)
is the inverse of M if we restrict to contractions with covectors in V , i.e., Mca bEab = πcb.
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We stress that bE depends on the choice of the vector κ. If κ′ is another vector dual to k
and π′ the corresponding projector, then
bE′
ab
(x , k) = G−1Qcdπ
′c
a
π′d
b
is another inverse of M and it is related to bE via
bE′
ab
= bEcdπ′caπ′db or, equivalently, bEab = bE′cdπcaπdb (2.31)
because πa
c
π′c
b
= π′a
b
and π′a
c
πc
b
= πa
b
. Expanding the product in (2.31) and rearranging
terms, we obtain
bEab = bE′ab −   bE′cb − 12 bE′cdκdkbκcka −   bE′ad − 12 bE′cdκckaκdkb,
which simplifies to
bEab = bE′ab −mbka −makb with ma = bE′abκb − bE′bcκbκcka/2, (2.32)
where we used that Q(ab) = Qab due to (2.5). Observe that directly from (2.32) follows
M
abmb = κ
a−κ′a so that, given two of m,κ,κ′, we can recover the third. These gauge trans-
formations of the quasi-inverse fit in the structure of gauge transformations Itin found for
the photon propagator in linear response media [22]. Looking at the Maxwell case (2.27),
we notice that (2.32) is exactly the photon propagator transformation Eq. (76.5) of [24].
As a further relation with the treatment of quantum electrodynamics, we remark that π
corresponds to a polarization sum over three polarizations vectors.
Having discussed these similarities to Maxwell electrodynamics we construct the quasi-
inverse to the original principal symbol M . In light of the relation (2.12) we define
Qa
bcd =
1
3!
ǫebcdQae (2.33)
and bEa bcd = 1
3!
ǫebcd bEae = 1
3!
ǫebcd G−1Qf gπ
f
a
πg
e
. (2.34)
One might still wonder about the role of the projectors π in the equations above. As we will
see later in even more detail, they are related to fixing the gauge freedom in electrodynam-
ics. For now let us just remark that for a 3-form bJ = 1
3!
bJ abc dxa∧ dx b∧ dx c and a 1-formbA= bAa dxa we have
Mabc
d bEd e f g bJ e f g = 1
3!
ǫpabcM
pdǫqe f g bEdq bJ e f g = 1
3!
ǫpabcǫ
qe f gπp
q
bJ e f g = bJ abc (2.35a)
and bEa bcdMbcd e bAe = bEacMcb bAb = πba bAb = bAa + λka, (2.35b)
if k ∧ bJ = 0 and λ = κa bAa, which is again the conservation of the electric current 3-form
and a gauge transformation (actually a gauge fixing). Observe that a solution of Mabc
d bAd =bJ abc generated by bE from the conserved current bJ via bAa = bEa bcd bJ bcd satisfies the gauge
condition κa bAa = λ = 0 since κaπba = 0.
Before we study the gauge properties of the theory in more detail, we make a short
detour to introduce notions of causality in the context of pre-metric electrodynamics in
terms of the Fresnel polynomial.
2.3 Causality, hyperbolic Fresnel polynomials and the Fresnel operator
It is well-known that the causal structure underlying Maxwell electrodynamics is given
by a Lorentzian metric. This may be explained by the fact that one can always choose a
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gauge, the Lorenz gauge, such that the field equations become manifestly hyperbolic with a
principal symbol given by a Lorentzian metric. This principal symbol can then be inverted
everywhere except on its roots, i.e., the lightlike covectors, which is the basis for the well-
posedness of the initial value problem for the field equations and the causal behaviour of
the solutions of the theory (finite speed of propagation of disturbances).
In pre-metric electrodynamics there is typically no Lorentzian metric governing the
causal behaviour of solutions. A priori it is not even clear if the theory has a well-posed
initial value problem and exhibits a causal behaviour. Whether the theory is well-behaved
in this sense is determined by the Fresnel polynomial, which is induced by the constitutive
density χ . The importance of the Fresnel polynomial is that it plays a similar role in the field
equations of pre-metric electrodynamics as the metric in Maxwell electrodynamics. Namely,
the points where the principal symbol of P (2.2) cannot be inverted (in the sense of the
previous section) are given by the roots of the Fresnel polynomial.
The foundation for the causal structures described in this section are standard results
from the theory of linear partial differential equations with constant coefficients, as for
example investigated in [17]. A modern general mathematical discussion on the relation
between hyperbolic partial differential equations and causal structure can be found in [23].
It guarantees the existence of a causal structure which is a generalization of the usual
Lorentzian causal structure if and only if the Fresnel polynomial is a hyperbolic polynomial.
Since in this article we aim for solution of the field equation with constant coefficients on
the manifold M = R4 as a first step towards the solution of the general case, we restrict our
attention to constant Fresnel tensors densities. That is, we will assume that the constitutive
density χ is given in a global Cartesian coordinate system where its components are constant,
so that G as given by (2.17) is a hyperbolic polynomial independent of the global Cartesian
coordinates chosen.
The Fresnel polynomial G(k) is a fourth order homogeneous polynomial. Abusing [17,
Thm. 12.4.3] as a definition, we say that it is hyperbolic at x with respect to a covector n if
the map
τ 7→ G(x , k+τn)
has only real roots for all real covectors k. Since we assumed G(x , k) = G(k) there is
no need to distinguish between hyperbolicity at a point x and the global hyperbolicity of
G. Each hyperbolicity covector n belongs to an open convex cone4, the hyperbolicity cone
Γ = Γ (n) of covectors with respect of which G(k) is also hyperbolic [17, Cor. 12.4.5]. Such
a cone should be understood to consist of ‘timelike’ covectors and thereby defines a ‘time-
orientation’ for covectors. The fact that we are working with a Fresnel polynomial which
is independent of x implements that Γ is a hyperbolicity cone in each cotangent space of
spacetime. This means we can identify Γ at all points of M = R4. Furthermore, we observe
that hyperbolicity cones come in pairs: If n is a hyperbolicity covector, then so is −n [17,
Thm. 12.4.1]; we set −Γ = Γ (−n) for the corresponding opposite hyperbolicity cone. A
pair of hyperbolicity cones, a hyperbolicity double cone, plays the role of the future and
past directed lightcones of the Lorentzian metric in Maxwell electrodynamics.
As stated above, our reason for studying hyperbolic Fresnel polynomials is the impor-
tance of the hyperbolicity property when solving differential equations that occur in rela-
tivistic physics. Therefore we will study simultaneously to the causal notions defined by
G(k) the fourth order partial differential operator G(∂ ) defined as
G(∂ ) := Gabcd∂a∂b∂c∂d . (2.36)
Note that G(∂ ) plays a crucial role when we construct the inverse of the field equations in
Sect. 2.5. Moreover, G(∂ ) defines an interesting partial differential field equation in itself. It
4A cone in a vector space V is a set Γ ⊂ V such that v ∈ V implies λv ∈ V for all λ > 0.
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can be seen as a generalization of the wave operator and thus, if a mass term is added, leads
to a generalization of the Klein–Gordon equation which is compatible with the dispersion
relation dictated by the Fresnel polynomial.
It follows from [17, Thm. 12.5.1] that we can find to each hyperbolicity cone Γ an in-
verse G−1Γ of G(∂ ), given for compactly supported 1-densities f by the operator
G
−1
Γ f (x) := (2pi)
−4
∫
R4
ei(k−in)·x
bf (k− in)
G(k− in)
d4k (2.37)
by choosing any n ∈ Γ . That is, the integral kernel of the inverse is given by
G
−1
Γ (x , y) = limǫց0
(2pi)−4
∫
R4
eik·(x−y)
G(k− iǫn)
d4k,
where the limit is understood in the distributional sense. The idea behind (2.37) is that the
hyperbolicity property allows a shifting of the integration contour into the complex, where
no singularities of G−1 can be encountered. Given a compactly supported 1-density f (x), a
solution of
G(∂ )ϕ(x) = f (x) (2.38)
is given by ϕ(x) = G−1Γ f (x). Due to the scalar density nature of G, its inverse G
−1 is also a
scalar density but of weight with opposite sign.
The hyperbolicity cones of a hyperbolic polynomial give rise to an important cone struc-
ture for vectors which can be used to describe the support of solutions of the associated
differential operator. The dual cone Γ ◦ is the closed convex cone of vectors X such that
X (n)≥ 0 for all n ∈ Γ :
Γ ◦ :=

X ∈ TxM
 X (n) ≥ 0 for all n ∈ Γ	.
In analogy to the causal sets J±(x) in Lorentzian geometry we define:
Definition 2.1. The causal future of x ∈ R4 with respect to Γ , denoted by JΓ (x) ⊂ R4, is the
closed convex cone with vertex at x which consists of points that can be reached from x
by curves whose tangents lie in Γ ◦. We also call the causal future of x with respect to −Γ ,
denoted by J−Γ (x), the causal past of x with respect to Γ . The causal future (past) with
respect to Γ of a region U ∈ R4 is defined as the union of the causal future (past) with
respect to Γ over all points of U:
J±Γ (U) :=
⋃
x∈U
J±Γ (x).
Applying this definition to the Fresnel polynomial and the associated differential op-
erator (2.36), we can state that the inverse G−1Γ (2.37) has the support property [17,
Thm. 12.5.1]
supp(G−1Γ f )⊂ JΓ (supp f ). (2.39)
In other words, the maximum speed of propagation manifests itself in the set JΓ (supp f ).
Turning the last definition on its head, we define:
Definition 2.2. A set U is called future compact with respect to Γ (or Γ -future compact) if
U ∩ JΓ (x)
is compact for all x ∈ R4. Similarly, U is called past compact with respect to Γ (or Γ -past
compact) if it is −Γ -future compact. If U is both Γ -future and -past compact, we say that it
is Γ -timelike compact.
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The notion of future and past compactness with respect to Γ can be assigned to functions
via their support. Function spaces whose elements satisfy such support properties are de-
noted with a subscript Γ fc (for Γ -future compact), Γpc (for Γ -past compact) or Γ tc (for
Γ -timelike compact), e.g., we write C∞Γpc(R
4) for the space of Γ -past compact functions.
Not only are the solutions G−1Γ f of (2.38) supported in JΓ (supp f ), but G
−1
Γ f is in fact
the only solution that is Γ -past compact. Namely, it follows from [16, Thm. 8.6.9] that G−1Γ
is the unique inverse of G(∂ ) whose range is contained in the Γ -past compact functions.
Let us explain how the domain of G−1Γ can be extended to Γ -past compact densities ‘by
duality’. It follows from the assumption of constant coefficients, that G(∂ ) is “formally
self-adjoint”5 in the sense∫
R4
 
G(∂ )ϕ

ψd4x =
∫
R4
ϕ
 
G(∂ )ψ

d4x
for all functions ϕ,ψ such that suppϕ ∩ suppψ is compact. As a consequence we find for
all compactly supported densities f , g∫
R4
(G−1Γ f ) g d
4x =
∫
R4
(G−1Γ f ) (G(∂ )G
−1
−Γ g)d
4x =
∫
R4
(G(∂ )G−1Γ f ) (G
−1
−Γ g)d
4x
=
∫
R4
f (G−1
−Γ g)d
4x .
Using this “adjoint relation”, we continuously extend the domain of the inverse G−1Γ to
Γ -past compact densities f by setting∫
R4
(G−1Γ f ) g d
4x =
∫
R4
f (G−1
−Γ g)d
4x , (2.40)
for all compactly supported g, which defines G−1Γ f uniquely as a function in C
∞
Γpc(R
4).
Analogously we can extend the domain of G−1
−Γ to Γ -future compact densities. Note that
G
−1
Γ cannot only act on scalar functions but also on 1-forms A or general tensorial objects,
where its action then has to be understood componentwise G−1Γ A= G
−1
Γ Aa(x)dx
a .
Later in Sect. 2.7 we will briefly discuss the initial value problem for the field equa-
tion (2.2) and thus need the concept of Cauchy surfaces. The notions of causal past and
causal future immediately yield such a definition:
Definition 2.3. A hypersurface Σ ⊂ R4 is called a Cauchy surface with respect to Γ (or Γ -
Cauchy surface) if there exists a 1-form n which induces the distribution6 TΣ ⊂ TM and
n(x) ∈ Γ for every x ∈ Σ. Moreover,
JΓ (Σ)∪ J−Γ (Σ) = R
4,
viz., every point of R4 can be reached from Σ by curves with tangents in ±Γ ◦.
Often we will be concerned with solutions to equations whose restriction to a Cauchy
surface as defined above is compactly supported. Therefore we define a notion of spacelike
compactness:
Definition 2.4. A set U is called spacelike compact with respect to Γ (or Γ -spacelike compact)
if U is closed and there exists a compact K ⊂ R4 such that
U ⊂
 
JΓ (K)∪ J−Γ (K)

.
5As in (2.7), G(∂ ) is not formally self-adjoint in the usual sense since it is not a scalar operator but a scalar
density. The difference to the usual self-adjointness of scalar partial differential operators is that we do not need
an extra density factor in the integrals displayed.
6Here we mean by ‘distribution’ a subbundle TΣ of the tangent bundle TM . The distribution induced by n is
given by ker n(x) = TxΣ ⊂ TxM .
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In other words, for every Γ -Cauchy surface Σ the intersection U ∩Σ is compact.
We say that a function f is Γ -spacelike compact if this is true for its support and label
function spaces of Γ -spacelike compact elements by a subscript Γ sc. For example, it follows
from (2.39) that G−1
±Γ f ∈ C
∞
Γ sc(R
4), the space of smooth Γ -spacelike compact functions, for
any compactly supported density f .
All causality notions we introduced here and also the inverses are labelled by a hy-
perbolicity cone Γ because, in general, there exist hyperbolic Fresnel polynomials which
have more than one hyperbolicity double cone thus giving rise to inequivalent notions of
‘time’. We address the involved subtleties for the physical viability of the theory while we
go on. It has already very generally be discussed in [31] that theories which lead to causal
structures with hyperbolic polynomials leading to different inequivalent notions of time are
problematic in their physical interpretation.
We now return to the path towards quantization of pre-metric electrodynamics and
discuss the gauge freedom of the theory in more detail.
2.4 Gauge fixing operators
A very interesting and important object is the dual vector κa(x , k) to each k ∈ T ∗
x
M ⊗ C
which defines a gauge fixing κa bAa = 0 in momentum space, as discussed at the end of
Sect. 2.2. For the purpose of deriving the quasi-inverse bEa bcd (x , k), the vector κ(x , k) can
be chosen freely as long as it is dual to k, i.e., it satisfies kaκ
a = 1. To associate to κ
a well-defined operator ϑ we employ a definition via the Fourier transform on compactly
supported functions f . Assuming the poles of κ are determined by a hyperbolic polynomial,
as it will be in the cases of interest below, we can define for each hyperbolicity cone Γ and
compactly supported 1-form A, we have
(ϑΓA)(x) =−i(2pi)
−4
∫
R4
ei(k−in)·xκa(x , k− in) bAa(k− in)d4k,
so that the gauge fixing κa bAa = 0 is equivalent to ϑΓA= 0. Moreover the same calculation
shows that ϑ−ΓA= 0, simply change n to −n above.
Instead of taking up the difficult task of classifying all possible gauge choices, we will
focus on two important cases and restrict to κ which are position-independent. The first
case that we will look at is
κa(k) =
gabkb
g cdkckd
(2.41a)
and the second case is
κa(k) =
G
abcd kbkckd
G(k)
, (2.41b)
whenever the denominators are non-zero and with both gab and Gabcd assumed constant, as
we also did in the previous section. We will further restrict the admissible gab and Gabcd in
the following paragraphs where we will discuss the two cases separately. Observe that the
first case is not the canonical gauge choice from viewpoint of pre-metric electrodynamics,
since a canonical choice of the metric gab is not available for every constitutive density χ .
The second choice is always applicable and thus may be considered the canonical gauge
choice of pre-metric electrodynamics.
Case 1. Suppose that g is a Lorentzian metric with a timelike vector n that defines a time-
orientation. It is well-known, see e.g. [1], that the d’Alembert operator = −g(∂ ,∂ ) asso-
ciated to the Lorentzian metric g possess unique retarded −1
+
and advanced −1
−
Green’s
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operators. For better agreement with the notation in the last section, we write −1Γ = 
−1
+
.
Then we can define ϑΓ : Ω
1
Γpc(M)→ C
∞
Γpc(M) as
7
ϑΓA :=−
−1
Γ
 
g(∂ ,A)

. (2.42)
Up to some technicalities, the symbol of ϑΓ in (2.42) is given by (2.41a).
Case 2. Suppose that the Fresnel polynomial G(x , k) satisfies the assumptions of the pre-
vious Sect. 2.3: it has constant coefficients and is hyperbolic. Given a hyperbolicity cone Γ
with arbitrary n ∈ Γ , we can define ϑΓ : Ω
1
Γpc(M)→ C
∞
Γpc(M) as
7
ϑΓA := G
−1
Γ
 
G(∂ ,∂ ,∂ ,A)

. (2.43)
The symbol of ϑΓ in (2.43) is essentially given by (2.41b).
In either case it is clear that ϑΓ inherits from κ the duality property
ϑΓ ◦ d= id . (2.44)
Consequently the operators
πΓ := id− d ◦ ϑΓ and d ◦ ϑΓ (2.45)
are projectors from Ω1Γpc(M) into itself; they play an essential role in the construction of the
fundamental solution. The kernel of d ◦ ϑΓ consists of those 1-forms A that satisfy ϑΓA= 0.
We note that ϑΓA = 0 is a gauge condition specified by the choice of κ. Namely, suppose
that A′ does not satisfy this condition, then
A= πΓA
′ = A′ − d(ϑΓA
′) = A′ + dλ
satisfies the gauge condition and differs from A′ by a gauge transformation. Thus we see
that the projector πΓ maps into the gauge-fixed 1-forms of Γ -past compact support. Observe
that the condition ϑΓA = 0 fixes the gauge completely (within the set of Γ -past compact
1-forms) since a gauge transformation A 7→ A′ = A+ dλ with λ ∈ C∞Γpc(M) yields
ϑΓA
′ = ϑΓ (A+ dλ) = λ 6= 0. (2.46)
Instead of the gauge fixing on Γ -past compact 1-forms ϑΓA = 0, it is possible to use
alternatively, depending on the choice of ϑΓ , the gauge conditions
g(∂ ,A) = 0 or G(∂ ,∂ ,∂ ,A) = 0.
These have the advantage that they can be applied independently of the support of the
field A. However, for general support of A, they do not fix the gauge completely but leave
the freedom of a gauge transformation A 7→ A′ = A+ dλ such that
λ= 0 or G(∂ )λ= 0.
Solutions to these equations exist; in the second case it can be constructed from the solution
of the inhomogeneous equation G(∂ )ϕ = f which we studied in (2.37). They are never
Γ -past or Γ -future compactly supported but may be Γ -spacelike compact.8
7To avoid confusion we mention that g(∂ ,A) = gab∂aAb and G(∂ ,∂ ,∂ ,A) = G
abcd∂a∂b∂cAd where A cannot
be interchanged with the ∂ in the arguments of g and G.
8Take the operator G−1Γ − G
−1
−Γ to construct homogeneous solutions. See also the related construction of the
Pauli–Jordan propagator in Sect. 2.6.
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While the first gauge condition is the well-known Lorenz gauge (sometimes also called
Landau or Lorentz gauge), the second gauge condition is, to the knowledge of the authors,
unknown in the literature; we shall call it the generalized Lorenz gauge. We chose this name
because in the Lorentzian case, where the Fresnel tensor density is given by (2.23), we find
that the conditions
G(∂ ,∂ ,∂ ,A) =
 
g(∂ ,A)

= 0 ⇔ g(∂ ,A) = 0
are equivalent for Γ -past compact 1-forms because there are no Γ -past compact solutions
to the homogeneous equation ϕ = 0. For general 1-forms the equivalence is not true.
Having clarified the gauge properties of the theory we are now able to write down the
inverse of the field equations of pre-metric electrodynamics.
2.5 Inverses of the field equation
We will now derive inverses, often called Green’s operators or propagators, to the operator P
from (2.2) under the assumption that the Fresnel polynomial G(k) is a constant coefficient
hyperbolic polynomial, see Sect. 2.3. This is a first step towards the more difficult analysis
of the general case of variable coefficients, which would be based on the analysis of the
constant coefficient case by a perturbation argument.
As derived in Sect. 2.2, the Fresnel polynomial is central in the analysis of the principal
symbol of the field equation of pre-metric electrodynamics. Below we will see that our
restriction to hyperbolic Fresnel polynomials leads a to theory of pre-metric electrodynamics
that has a well-posed initial value problem and exhibits a causal behaviour.
Let κ(k) be the canonical dual of pre-metric electrodynamics, given by (2.41b), as de-
scribed in the previous section. In this section we will see that the map EΓ given by
(EΓ J)a(x) = (2pi)
−4
∫
R4
ei(k−in)·x bEa bcd (k− in) bJ bcd (k− in)d4k (2.47)
for all compactly supported 3-forms J , is an inverse of P with the support property
supp(EΓ J)⊂ JΓ (supp J)
for a given hyperbolicity cone Γ of G(k). The ingredients to this inverse are a hyperbolicity
covector n ∈ Γ , the quasi-inverse bE obtained in (2.34) of Sect. 2.2 and a suitable set of
3-forms J on which the map acts.
Decomposing the quasi-inverse bE into its constituents (2.34), we can define EΓ in terms
of the operators constructed in the previous two sections: In Sect. 2.3 we already con-
structed the operator corresponding to G(k)−1: it is the inverse G−1Γ of G(∂ ) for some hy-
perbolicity cone Γ of G(k). Then in Sect. 2.4 we constructed operators ϑΓ corresponding to
κ in the projector πΓ = id−d ◦ ϑΓ (2.45); here we will only consider the canonical choice
given by (2.43). The missing ingredient is the second order partial differential operator
Q(∂ ) : Ω3(M)→ Ω1(M) given by
Q(∂ )a
bcd :=
1
3!
1
8
ǫebcdǫec1a1a2ǫad2 b1 b2χ
a1c1 b1d1χa2c2b2d2∂d1∂c2
corresponding to Qa
bcd (k) as defined in (2.33). Composing these operators we define
EΓ := πΓ ◦Q(∂ ) ◦ G
−1
Γ (2.48)
acting on Γ -past compact, closed 3-forms J as EΓ J by letting G−1Γ act componentwise.
That the operator EΓ is well-defined follows from the properties of its constituents:
G
−1
Γ maps Ω
3
Γpc,d(M) into Ω
3
Γpc(M), by its construction and its extension via the canonical
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pairing (2.40). The operator Q(∂ ) maps Ω3Γpc(M) into Ω
1
Γpc(M). Finally, πΓ maps non-
gauge-fixed 1-forms in Ω1Γpc(M) into gauge-fixed 1-forms Ω
1
Γpc,ϑ(M).
9 The subscript ‘ϑ’ on
the 1-form spaces indicates that the elements A ∈ Ω1Γpc,ϑ(M) satisfy the gauge condition
ϑΓA= 0 and the subscript ‘d’ on the 3-form spaces their closedness. These mappings can be
visualized in the following diagram
Ω3Γpc,d(M)
G
−1
Γ
−→ Ω3Γpc(M)
Q(∂ )
−→ Ω1Γpc(M)
πΓ
−→ Ω1Γpc,ϑ(M)
All together we thus see that
EΓ : Ω3Γpc,d(M)→ Ω
1
Γpc,ϑ(M). (2.49)
Note that EΓ contains only one projector πΓ while bE defined in (2.34) contains two pro-
jectors. The reason of this discrepancy is that we construct EΓ directly on closed 3-forms
so that the second projector is equivalent to the identity. If we consider this, one can see
that (2.47) gives (2.48) and (2.49) (after a proper extension of the operator).
The most important property of EΓ is that it is an inverse of P acting on gauge-fixed Γ -past
compact 1-forms. The calculations done in (2.35a) and (2.35b) carry over directly to the
corresponding operators:
P(EΓ J) =
 
P ◦πΓ ◦Q(∂ ) ◦ G
−1
Γ

J =
 
P ◦Q(∂ ) ◦ G−1Γ

J = J , (2.50a)
when acting on closed 3-forms J , and
EΓ (PA) =
 
πΓ ◦Q(∂ ) ◦ G
−1
Γ ◦ P

A= πΓA= A, (2.50b)
when acting on gauge-fixed 1-forms A. Since πΓ is a projector into the gauge-fixed 1-forms,
it follows that EΓ , considered as the map (2.49), is an inverse of P. A direct consequences
of the inverse property of EΓ and (2.7) is∫
M
EΓ J ∧ K =
∫
M
EΓ J ∧ PE−ΓK =−
∫
M
PEΓ J ∧ E−ΓK =−
∫
M
J ∧ E−ΓK , (2.51)
which demonstrates the “adjoint relation” between EΓ and E−Γ on compactly supported,
closed 3-forms J ,K with respect to their canonical pairing. Concerning the gauge freedom
of the theory, we also see immediately from (2.50b) that EΓ is not an inverse on non-gauge-
fixed 1-forms but only an inverse up to a gauge transformation
EΓ (PA) = A− d(ϑΓA) = A+ dλ. (2.52)
To demonstrate in more detail that the range of EΓ are the gauge-fixed 1-forms, we apply
the gauge fixing operator ϑΓ and find
ϑΓ (E
Γ J) =
 
ϑΓ ◦πΓ ◦Q(∂ ) ◦ G
−1
Γ

J = 0
because ϑΓ ◦ πΓ = 0 by (2.44). In virtue of (2.46), A = E
Γ J is completely gauge-fixed
since a gauge transformed A′ = A+dλ, with λ ∈ C∞Γpc(M), would no longer solve the gauge
condition. Yet this is not the only condition that the solutions satisfy. Observe that, due to
G(∂ ,∂ ,∂ ,πΓ · ) = 0 for our choice of ϑΓ = G
−1
Γ G(∂ ,∂ ,∂ , · ), the generated solutions E
Γ J
also satisfy the genearlized Lorenz gauge
G(∂ ,∂ ,∂ , EΓ J) = G
 
∂ ,∂ ,∂ , (πΓ ◦Q(∂ ) ◦ G
−1
Γ )J

= 0. (2.53)
9Remember that the projector contains ϑΓ which is a composition of G
−1
Γ with the differential operator
G(∂ ,∂ ,∂ , · ) (see (2.43)) so that it inherits domain and support properties from G−1Γ .
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Summing up, the operator EΓ constructed above can be used to obtain completely
gauge-fixed (co)vector potentials which solve the inhomogeneous field equations of pre-
metric electrodynamics.
If we do not care about the precise range of EΓ , viz., the precise gauge condition satisfied
by the (co)vector potential, we can even drop the gauge fixing projector and use instead
of EΓ in (2.48)
DΓ :=Q(∂ ) ◦ G−1Γ . (2.54)
The 1-forms generated with this operator would be gauge equivalent to the ones obtained
with EΓ . In the case of Maxwell electrodynamics, we find, using (2.27),
DΓ a
bcd = (gae + ∂a∂e)ǫ
ebcd

−1
Γ = gaeǫ
ebcd

−1
Γ , (2.55)
where the second equality holds because of our restriction of the domain to closed 3-forms.
The rightmost side of (2.55) is known as the Green’s operator in the so-called Feynman
gauge.
Instead of choosing (2.43) as gauge fixing operator, we could have also chosen (2.42)
in (2.48) given that the metric g has the Γ as a hyperbolicity cone. We can even relax this
requirement and only demand that g has a hyperbolicity cone Γ ′ which is contained in Γ . In
the opposite situation where Γ is contained in Γ ′ it is still possible to construct an inverse if
one restricts its domain to compactly supported 3-forms. For the same reason it is possible to
choose for the construction of the gauge fixing operator via (2.43) a different Fresnel tensor
density as long as it possesses a hyperbolicity cone that overlaps with Γ . Nevertheless,
all these choices are usually not very natural and we will abstain from discussing them
any further. However, in some situations such as for uniaxial crystals, which we already
mentioned above and discuss in more detail in App. A, the fourth order Fresnel polynomial
is a product of two quadratic metric polynomials. In these cases there is a canonical choice
of a metric gauge condition available and can be used.
2.6 Pauli–Jordan propagators
The inverses constructed in the previous section generate solutions to the inhomogeneous
field equation (2.2) with constant coefficients. As we have seen, there exists one inverse
EΓ for each hyperbolicity cone Γ of the Fresnel polynomial. The theory of hyperbolic
polynomials guarantees that hyperbolicity cones come in pairs: if Γ is a hyperbolicity cone,
so is the opposite cone −Γ . These hyperbolicity double cones give rise to the causal notions
that we introduced in Sect. 2.3. Thus, whenever the Fresnel polynomial is hyperbolic, i.e.,
for all constitutive laws for which we constructed the fundamental solutions in the previous
section, there exists the Pauli–Jordan propagator
∆Γ := E−Γ − EΓ . (2.56)
We immediately see that ∆Γ generates solutions to the homogeneous field equations PA= 0
because
P(∆Γ J) = P(E−Γ J)− P(EΓ J) = 0
as a consequence of equation (2.50a). By construction ∆Γ J has support in JΓ (supp J) ∪
J−Γ (supp J), i.e., in the union of the causal Γ -future and the causal Γ -past of the support
of J . For this reason ∆Γ is sometimes also called the causal propagator.
Observe that we cannot claim that solutions of the homogeneous field equation ∆Γ J
satisfy a gauge condition like ϑΓ (∆
Γ J) = 0 since ∆Γ J cannot be Γ -past compact. In any
case, from (2.53) it is clear that ∆Γ J satisfies what we called the generalized Lorenz gauge
in Sect. 2.4, namely,
G(∂ ,∂ ,∂ ,∆Γ J) = 0.
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In Maxwell electrodynamics, once the gauge has been fixed, the causal propagator is
unique (up to a sign) because there exists only one pair of hyperbolicity cones. However, in
pre-metric electrodynamics there exist Fresnel tensors which have several pairs of hyperbol-
icity cones Γi , −Γi . In these cases we can associate one Pauli–Jordan propagator∆
Γi to each
such pair. We would like to remark here, that it is not clear if the hyperbolic polynomials
which posses several hyperbolicity double cones can be interpreted physically. The non-
uniqueness of the Pauli–Jordan propagator causes several problems for the classical and
the quantum theory. It gives rise to a natural (pre-)symplectic form, see Sect. 2.7, which is
(of course) closely connected to a Hamiltonian formulation of the theory. In case of multi-
ple inequivalent propagators, one would generically expect that no (unique) Hamiltonian
formulation exists; there would be one Hamiltonian formulation for each hyperbolicity dou-
ble cone. It is doubtful that these can be interpreted consistently. However, there exists a
vast variety of constitutive laws which lead to a hyperbolic Fresnel polynomial that pos-
sesses only one hyperbolicity double cone. The dispersion relations which describe linear
dielectric and permeable media satisfy this condition [27]. Among them are the dispersion
relations of uniaxial crystals, as we demonstrate explicitly in App. A. In Sect. 3 we will only
quantize theories with a single hyperbolicity double cone. Note that constitutive laws yield-
ing multiple hyperbolicity double cones cannot be bihyperbolic10 as defined in [31], where
it is argued that only bihyperbolic theories can be considered physical.
The following properties of the Pauli–Jordan propagator are independent of the number
of hyperbolicity double cones:
The domain of the Pauli–Jordan propagator is, by its construction from the Green’s
operators EΓ and E−Γ , the intersection of their domains, i.e., the Γ -timelike compact, closed
3-forms. Albeit their compactness to the past and the future with respect to Γ , they may
have non-compact Γ -spacelike support. The range of the propagator is contained in the
space of 1-forms which satisfy the homogeneous field equation. When restricted to 3-forms
J with compact support, the resulting (co)vector potential will be Γ -spacelike compactly
supported. These support properties follow from the union of the support of EΓ J and E−Γ J
discussed in the preceding section.
Every solution A of the homogeneous field equation PA= 0 is gauge-equivalent to a solution
A′ =∆Γ J for some Γ -timelike compact, closed 3-form J . To see this, let Ψ be a Γ -past compact
function such that (1−Ψ) is Γ -future compact, viz., there exist Γ -Cauchy surfaces Σ and Σ′
such that Ψ(JΓ (Σ)) = 1 and Ψ(J−Γ (Σ
′)) = 0. We can use Ψ to decompose A into the Γ -past
compact A+ = ΨA and Γ -future compact A− = (1 − Ψ)A so that A = A+ + A−. Observe
that J = PA+ = −PA− = P(ΨA) is only supported in a Γ -timelike compact set because it
can only be supported where Ψ is non-constant since we assumed PA = 0. Using J , we
find a solution A′ = ∆Γ J to the homogeneous field equation. From (2.50b) and (2.52) we
see that A′ and A are gauge-equivalent, because EΓ and E−Γ are inverses up to a gauge
transformation (2.52). As a corollary to this statement it is evident that every spacelike
compact solution of the homogeneous field equation PA = 0 is gauge-equivalent to a solution
A′ =∆Γ J for some compactly supported,11 closed 3-form J .
Most properties above can nicely be summarised in the following two exact sequences,
cf. [1, Thm. 3.4.7]. For Γ -timelike compact Awe have
0−→ Ω1Γ tc,ϑ(M)
P
−→ Ω3Γ tc,d(M)
∆Γ
−→ Ω1(M)
P
−→ Ω3
d
(M)−→ 0,
10[31] call a principal symbol bihyperbolic if it is hyperbolic and possesses a certain dual symbol that is also
hyperbolic.
11For a spacelike compact solution A the support of J = PA+ is not only confined between the two Cauchy
surfaces Σ and Σ′, where Ψ is not constant, but also Γ -spacelike compact and thus compact.
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while for compact A the exact sequence is
0−→ Ω1
c,ϑ(M)
P
−→ Ω3
c,d
(M)
∆Γ
−→ Ω1Γ sc(M)
P
−→ Ω3Γ sc,d(M)−→ 0.
Observe that in the second step we used that ∆Γ (PA) = 0 for Γ -timelike compact, gauge-
fixed A because ϑΓA= 0 = ϑ−ΓA. For a non-gauge-fixed Γ -timelike compact 1-form A, the
Pauli–Jordan propagator generates a pure gauge solution
∆Γ (PA) = E−Γ (PA)− EΓ (PA) = d(ϑΓA− ϑ−ΓA) = dλ, (2.57)
see (2.52).
In addition to generating the solution of the homogeneous field equations the Pauli–
Jordan propagator enables us to construct a symplectic structure on the space of solutions.
2.7 Symplectic structure and the classical phase space
In the last section we used the inverses of Sect. 2.5 to construct a Pauli–Jordan propagator
for each hyperbolicity double cone. In this section we will use the propagator to classify
the space of solutions of the homogeneous field equations of pre-metric electrodynamics
corresponding to this hyperbolicity double cone and equip it with a natural symplectic
structure.
Consider on Ω3
c,d
(M) the bilinear form
σΓ (J ,K) :=
∫
M
J ∧∆ΓK . (2.58)
It follows directly from the “adjointness properties” of EΓ , see (2.51), that it is skew-
symmetric
σΓ (J ,K) =
∫
M
J ∧∆ΓK =
∫
M
∆Γ J ∧ K =−
∫
M
K ∧∆Γ J =−σΓ (K , J).
Therefore it is a pre-symplectic form on the space of compactly supported, closed 3-forms. It
degenerates on all 3-forms that are given by PA for A∈ Ω1
c
(M), since
σΓ (J , PA) =
∫
M
J ∧∆Γ (PA) =
∫
M
J ∧ dλ=
∫
M
λdJ = 0,
by (2.57), Stokes’ theorem and the fact that J is closed. Thus σΓ is degenerate and not
a symplectic form which makes (Ω3
c,d
(M),σΓ ) a pre-symplectic space – it may be called
the off-shell phase space of the theory. But at the same time this implies that σΓ is defined
independently of the gauge choice which enters implicitly via π±Γ in ∆
Γ .
It is now not difficult to show that the kernel of σΓ is given by PΩ1
c
(M) so that (omitting
the composition with the quotient map) σΓ can be turned into a symplectic form on the
quotient space
S
∗
Γ sc
:= Ω3
c,d
(M)

PΩ1
c
(M);
we call (S∗Γ sc,σ
Γ ) the on-shell phase space. This space can be identified with the space of so-
lutions of the homogeneous field equations SΓ sc induced by applying ∆
Γ to representatives
of S∗Γ sc, i.e.,
SΓ sc :=∆
Γ
S
∗
Γ sc ⊂ Ω
1
Γ sc(M).
Clearly this is just a subspace of the whole space of solutions of the homogeneous field
equations: SΓ sc contains only one representative of each gauge equivalence class of Γ -
spacelike compact solutions.
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Also SΓ sc can be equipped with a natural symplectic form. Let Σ be a arbitrary Γ -
Cauchy surface and A,B ∈SΓ sc, then we define
ςΓ (A,B) :=
∫
Σ
(A∧#dB− B ∧#dA). (2.59)
To see that this definition is independent of the Γ -Cauchy surface chosen, note that the
exterior derivative applied to the integrand is zero, so that Stokes’ theorem can be applied.
Using again Stokes’ theorem, it can also be shown that ςΓ is gauge-invariant when operating
on any solutions which are spacelike compact with respect to Γ . Note that the symplectic
form ςΓ is equivalent to the “charge” of [32, Eq. (42)] in their choice of gauge and consti-
tutive law. We will now show that (S∗Γ sc,σ
Γ ) and (SΓ sc,ς
Γ ) are indeed equivalent.
Given a Γ -Cauchy surface Σ, we can split the spacetime into M =Σ+ ∪Σ ∪Σ−, where
Σ+ is past compact and Σ− is future compact with respect to Γ . Then, we can write
σΓ (J ,K) =
∫
M
J ∧∆Γ K =
∫
M
J ∧ B =
∫
Σ+
J ∧ B+
∫
Σ−
J ∧ B
For both integrals on the right-hand side we calculate∫
Σ±
J ∧B =
∫
Σ±
d#dA
∓∧B =
∫
Σ±
d(B∧#dA
∓−A∓∧#dB) =±
∫
Σ
(A∓∧#dB−B∧#dA
∓),
where we set d#dA± = P(E±Γ J) = J , used Stokes’ theorem, the symmetry of the constitu-
tive law #dB ∧ dA= dB ∧#dA and the fact that B ∈ SΓ sc. The sign in the last step occurs
due to the relative induced orientation of the boundaries of ∂ Σ+ and Σ = ∂ Σ−. Adding
the results for Σ+ and Σ−, we conclude that
σΓ (J ,K) = ςΓ (∆Γ J ,∆ΓK) = ςΓ (A,B).
Thus we can describe the phase space in terms of (equivalence classes of) currents S∗Γ sc with
symplectic form σ or we can use the space of solutions SΓ sc with symplectic form ς.
Actually, since (2.59) only contains the Cauchy data for the solutions A,B, namely the
pullback of A,B and #dA,#dB to the Cauchy surface, we can uniquely identify each so-
lution in SΓ sc with its Cauchy data. This implies that we equivalently define the on-shell
phase space in terms of the space of Cauchy data. We remark that the pullback of #dA
and #dB to the Γ -Cauchy surface are the canonical momenta of A and B at Σ. We could
have derived the same expression for the canonical momenta from the action of pre-metric
electrodynamics
S[A] =
1
2
∫
M
dA∧#dA=
1
2
∫
M
χabcd (∂aAb)(∂cAd)d
4x (2.60)
but we will not follow that approach here.
Finally, we point out that from the point of view of the Poisson geometry of the solution
space one should call (2.58) Poisson bivector and (2.59) symplectic form. In this setting
the Poisson bivector (2.58) acts on S∗Γ sc, which may be identified with the cotangent space
of the solution space, and the symplectic form (2.59) acts on SΓ sc, which may be identified
with the tangent space of solution space. Of course, since we consider a linear equation,
SΓ sc coincides with the solution space. We refer to [23] for an extensive discussion.
2.8 The energy momentum of the electromagnetic field
In order to construct quantum states for the quantum field theory to be developed in the
next section (Sect. 3), we employ a positive inner product on the space of solutions of the
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homogeneous field equations. A good candidate for such a function is the energy density of
the electromagnetic field, which also leads to the desired inner product.
The axiomatic approach to electrodynamics by Hehl and Obukhov [12] leads to the
following covector-valued 3-form, which is interpreted as kinematic energy-momentum of
the electromagnetic field
TN :=
1
2
 
F ∧ (N ùH)−H ∧ (N ù F)

,
where N is a vector field. TN is called the kinematic energy-momentum of the field since
it is basically the potential which generates the Lorentz force acting on a particle travelling
along an integral curve of N .
Since we also allow for complex solutions, it is necessary to ‘complexify’ the energy-
momentum. Moreover, we can rewrite it in terms of the potential with help of the field
equation and the constitutive law (2.3). We denote the complexified energy-momentum
3-form with the same symbol
TN (A) :=
1
2
 
dA∧ (N ù#dA)−#dA∧ (N ù dA)

.
The importance of this energy-momentum lies in the fact that it generates conservation
laws and conserved quantities of the theory, when evaluated on the space of solutions of
the homogeneous field equations. For solutions of the homogeneous field equations (2.1b)
the exterior differential yields
2dTN = dA∧LN #dA−#dA∧LNdA= dA∧LN (#)(dA).
Thus we find that for generalized Killing vector fields N , i.e., vector fields that satisfy LN #=
0, dTN vanishes. In the case when N is the tangent vector field of an observer as defined
in [31], one can interpret TN as energy-momentum and n∧ TN , for n being dual to N (i.e.,
N(n) = 1), as energy density associated to A as measured by an observer flowing along N .
To analyse the positivity properties of the energy density, we express
ρ :=
1
4!
ǫabcd (n∧ TN )abcd
in terms of the field strength F = dA in local coordinates
n∧ TN =
1
2
n∧
 
F ∧ (N ù# F)−# F ∧ (N ù F)

=
1
2
n∧
 
N ù (F ∧# F)− (N ù F)∧# F −# F ∧ (N ù F)

=
1
2
 
F ∧# F − n∧ (N ù F)∧# F −# F ∧ n∧ (N ù F)

=
1
8
χabcd
 
F abFcd − 2naN
eF ebFcd − 2F abncN
eFed

dx0∧ dx1∧ dx2∧ dx3
and represent χabcd as a symmetric 6×6 matrix in the following way: Let {ea}
3
a=0
be a basis
of the tangent spaces of spacetime with e0 = N and, since n is dual to N , eα(n) = 0 with
α= 1,2,3. We can construct a basis {EA}
6
A=1
on the six dimensional space of bi-vectors, that
is the space dual to the 2-form space on spacetime, by taking all possible pairwise wedge
products
Eα = N ∧ eα (α= 1,2,3), E4 = e2 ∧ e3, E5 = e3 ∧ e1, E6 = e1 ∧ e2.
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In this basis χabcd is composed out of three matrices X ,Y, Z , where X and Y are symmetric,
and assumes the following form
(χAB) =

(Xαβ ) (Zαb)
(Zaβ ) (Y ab)

=

χ0101 χ0102 χ0103 χ0123 χ0131 χ0112
χ0201 χ0202 χ0203 χ0223 χ0231 χ0212
χ0301 χ0302 χ0303 χ0323 χ0331 χ0312
χ2301 χ2302 χ2303 χ2323 χ2331 χ2312
χ3101 χ3102 χ3103 χ3123 χ3131 χ3112
χ1201 χ1202 χ1203 χ1223 χ1231 χ1212

,
where α,β = 1,2,3 and a,b= 4,5,6 label the different parts of the EA basis. Therefore the
energy density can be written as
2ρ =

Fα
Fa
∗
Xαβ Zαb
Zaβ Y ab

Fβ
Fb

−

Fα
0
∗
Xαβ Zαb
0 0

Fβ
Fb

−

Fα
Fa
∗
Xαβ 0
Zaβ 0

Fβ
0

=−Xαβ FαFβ + Y
abFaFb.
From this expression we find that the energy density an observer associates to the field in
pre-metric electrodynamics is positive if and only if
−Xαβ FαFβ + Y
abFaFb > 0 (2.61)
for non-vanishing F , hence for constitutive laws χ for which the matrix X is negative defi-
nite and the matrix Y is positive definite. Since this positivity property of ρ will be essential
for us in the construction of a state for the quantized theory, we will restrict to constitutive
laws with this property. A similar requirement for the quantization of pre-metric electro-
dynamics was derived in [32, App.]. There it is shown that the so-called bihyperbolic and
energy-distinguishing area metrics, which correspond to our constitutive densities, have the
property (2.61).
While a sensible free classical theory should have a positive energy density as guaran-
teed by the conditions above, this positivity will also be crucial for the construction of a
quantum state in Sect. 3.4 The importance of the positivity of ρ in the is that it ensures the
positive definiteness of the energy inner product on the space of solutions
〈A |B〉en :=
1
2
∫
Σ
 
dA∧ (N ù#dB)−#dA∧ (N ù dB)

(2.62)
=
1
2
∫
Σ
 
A∧#dLNB−#dA∧LNB

. (2.63)
The two equivalent formulations correspond to each other via Stokes’ theorem12 and Car-
tan’s magic formula which relates the Lie derivative, the exterior derivative and the interior
product.
The energy inner product is positive definite and Hermitian. Hermiticity can be seen from
the fact that
N ù (#dA∧ dB) = N ù (dA∧#dB)
implies that
#dA∧ (N ù dB)− dA∧ (N ù#dB) = #dB ∧ (N ù dA)− dB ∧ (N ù#dA),
12For this relation one should assume that Σ has no boundary. At the very least one must require that the
boundary of Σ does not intersect with the support of A and B.
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i.e., that the integrand of (2.62) is pointwise Hermitian. Positivity is clear from
〈A |A〉en =
∫
Σ
TN (A) =
∫
M
n∧ TN (A) =
∫
M
ρ > 0
for A that are not pure gauge. Furthermore, observe that by (2.63) the energy inner product
is closely related to the symplectic form (2.59) by direct comparison of the corresponding
expressions
〈A |B〉en = ς
Γ (A,LNB)
if n ∈ Γ is a hyperbolicity covector, Σ a Γ -Cauchy surface with kern = TΣ and N is a
generalized Killing vector field dual to n (i.e., n(N) = 1) such that (2.61) is satisfied. This
relationship demonstrates, as a consequence of the independence of ςΓ on the choice of the
Γ -Cauchy surface Σ, see Sect. 2.7, that also 〈A |B〉en is independent of this choice.
Thus, with help of the kinematic energy-momentum of the theory, we found a way to
construct a positive inner product on the space of solutions of the homogeneous field equa-
tions for a certain class of constitutive laws. This is the class of theories of electrodynamics
which we consider now for quantization.
3 Quantum field theory
Henceforth we shall only discuss theories with one hyperbolicity double cone for which the
energy inner product is positive; some reasons for this were already discussed in Sect. 2.7
and 2.8 and other reasons will become clear in Sect. 3.3 and 3.4. Consequently we choose
here a preferred hyperbolicity cone Γ and drop the Γ sub- and superscripts as no confusion
can arise.
Moreover, we will restrict to the case, where the principal symbol M given in (2.11) can
be considered to be of real principal type. What we mean by this is explained in App. B.
Essentially we will require that χ is given either by a Lorentzian metric or G(k, k, k, ·) 6=
0 for all k such that G(k) = 0. Note that this assumption is related to the concept of
bihyperbolicity of the principal symbol introduced in [31].
3.1 Algebraic quantization
In this section we will quantize the phase space S∗
sc
introduced in Sect. 2.7 using the alge-
braic approach. We will follow roughly the general approach of [8] which has been quite
successful in quantum field theory on curved spacetimes.
Denote by A the unital ∗-algebra finitely generated by the quantum fieldA : Ω3
c,d
(M)→ A
with the properties13
Linearity A(αJ + βK) = αA(J) + βA(K) for all α,β ∈ C,
Hermicity A(J)∗ = A(J),
Field equation A(PA) = 0,
CCR [A(J),A(K)] = iσ(J ,K)1,
for all J ,K ∈ Ω3
c,d
(M) and A ∈ Ω1
c
(M); we denote the unit element of A by 1. In words,
the quantum field is linear, its adjoint is given by complex conjugation of its argument, it is
a weak solution of the field equation and it implements the canonical commutation relations
(CCR) given by the (pre-)symplectic form σ. Observe that Einstein causality holds, viz., A
smeared with spacelike related 3-forms J ,K commute, because of the support properties of
13We denote the complex conjugate of z by z.
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σ. We call the algebra A the field algebra of pre-metric electrodynamics. To give an example,
a typical element of A is
A(J1) +A(J21)A(J22) +A(J31)A(J32)A(J33) + · · ·
with finitely many terms.
Sometimes it is useful to consider the completion Acpl of A in its natural14 topology.
Consider the continuous extension of A⊗n to the map (denoted by the same symbol)
A
⊗n :
 
Ω3
c,d
(M)⊗n
cpl
→ Acpl. (3.1)
To get a better idea of this map, we may write formally
A
⊗n(J) =
∫
M×n
 
A(x1)⊗ · · · ⊗A(xn)

J(x1, . . . , xn).
The maps A⊗n can be used to generate the more general elements in the completion Acpl.
We remark that the quantum field A can be understood as a ∗-algebra-valued distribu-
tion on Ω3
c,d
(M); we already used this fact in the previous equation. This is quite similar
to the usual situation in ‘non-algebraic’ quantum field theory, where the quantum field can
be rigorously understood as an operator-valued distribution. Nevertheless, this similarity
should be handled with care as A is no Hilbert space. In the next section this similarity will
become clearer after we introduced the notions of states and the famous GNS theorem.
Furthermore, we remark that the effect of taking the quotient by the canonical com-
mutation relations (CCR) is essentially that of modifying the product in the algebra A. An
approach which makes this observation concrete is that of deformation quantization, see
e.g. [3]. The deformation quantization approach is very useful in perturbative algebraic
quantum field theory, a subject that we will not discuss any further here. We mention, how-
ever, that some of the notions of Sect. 3.3 can be made more precise and general using
techniques from deformation quantization.
3.2 Quantum states
While the algebra constructed in the previous section, gives an abstract mathematical de-
scription of ‘observables’, i.e., operations performed on a physical system, the concept of
states gives an abstract mathematical description of the preparation of the physical sys-
tem. Then, observables act upon this prepared system. The abstract discussion of states
is often avoided in QFT on Minkowski spacetime because there is one preferred state, the
Poincaré-invariant vacuum state. More general spacetimes possess no symmetries and no
construction for preferred (ground) states exists. We are working with pre-metric electro-
dynamics on M = R4 and the field equations have constant coefficients. In this situation
we can work just like in QFT on Minkowski spacetime and attempt to construct translation-
invariant states. Thus we could, in principle, avoid the general discussion below. However,
for conceptual clarity and also as preparation for an eventual construction of states on non-
static backgrounds (i.e., position- and time-dependent constitutive laws), we will give a
general but concise discussion of quantum states on the field algebra A. Later, after having
introduced the microlocal spectrum condition in Sect. 3.3, we will give a concrete construc-
tion of a quantum state in Sect. 3.4.
States on A (and equivalently on Acpl) are the normalized positive elements of A′, the
topological14 dual of A. That means, ω ∈ A′ (i.e., ω : A→ C is linear and continuous) is a
state on the field algebra A if
14The ‘natural’ topology of A is that induced (via the direct sum, quotient and subspace topology) by the test
function topology on Ω3c (M). This uses the fact that the field algebra is the quotient of the tensor algebra
⊕
nS
⊗n
sc
by the commutation relations. Also note that, in the test function topology, Ω3c (M) is a nuclear Fréchet space so
that the usual notions of tensor products coincide and a Schwartz kernel theorem can be formulated.
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Normalization ω(1) = 1 and
Positivity ω(a∗a)≥ 0 for all a ∈ A.
Each state ω ∈ A′ can be represented by a hierarchy of n-point distributions (ωn)n≥0 with
ωn ∈ (Ω
3
c
(M)⊗n)′, i.e., each ωn : Ω
3
c
(M)⊗n → C is multilinear and continuous, by setting
ωn(J1, . . . , Jn) :=ω
 
A(J1) · · · A(Jn)

=ω
 
A
⊗n(J1⊗ · · · ⊗ Jn)

.
Clearly, each ωn can be continuously extended to (Ω
3
c
(M)⊗n)cpl so that we may equivalently
define the n-point distributions by ωn(J) =ω(A
⊗n(J)).
It follows from the properties of the quantum field A, that an admissible n-point distri-
bution ωn must be a weak solution of the field equation in each argument
ωn(J1, . . . , Ji−1, PA, Ji+1, . . . , Jn) = 0
and satisfy (weakly) the commutation relation given by the symplectic form σ
ωn(J1, . . . , Ji , Ji+1, . . . , Jn)−ωn(J1, . . . , Ji+1, Ji , . . . , Jn)
= iσ(Ji , Ji+1)ωn−2(J1, . . . , Ji−1, Ji+2, . . . , Jn),
for all Ji ∈ Ω
3
c,d
(M) and A ∈ Ω1
c
(M). This representation in terms of distributions is non-
unique as two distinct ωn and ω
′
n
are gauge-equivalent if
ωn(J1, . . . , Jn) =ω
′
n
(J1, . . . , Jn)
for all closed 3-forms Ji . In other words, there is a gauge freedom in fixing ωn. This is
exactly the same gauge freedom that we encountered when we constructed the inverse of
the field equations in Sect. 2.5. We can see this by considering the bidistribution defined by∫
·∧(EΓ · ), which is independent of the gauge of EΓ when smeared with conserved 3-forms.
In some publications concerned with states for the electromagnetic vector potential,
e.g. [11] or [6] by one of the authors, it is actually claimed that ω(A(J1), . . . ,A(Jn)) do not
define distributions because Ji are required to be conserved. The discussion above makes
this statement more precise. Namely, a state defines a hierarchy of (gauge-)equivalence classes
of distributions.
One often restricts to the class of quasi-free states15 (also called Gaussian states). These
states are completely characterized by their two-point distribution so that all even n-point
distributions are given by
ωn(J1, . . . , Jn) =
∑
σ
ω2(Jσ(1), Jσ(2)) · · · ω2(Jσ(n−1), Jσ(n)),
where the sum is over all ordered pairings, i.e., over all permutations σ of {1, . . . ,n} such
that σ(1) < σ(3) < · · · < σ(n − 1) and σ(1) < σ(2), . . . ,σ(n − 1) < σ(n), and all odd
n-point distributions vanish. Often one does not distinguish between a quasi-free state ω
and its two-point distribution ω2. Let us emphasize that a two-point distributions ω2 is an
element of (Ω3
c
(M)⊗2)′ and satisfies the properties
ω2(J , J)≥ 0, ω2(J , PA) = 0=ω2(PA, J) and ω2(J ,K)−ω2(K , J) = iσ(J ,K) (3.2)
for all J ,K ∈ Ω3
c,d
(M) and A∈ Ω1
c
(M).
We remark that, once a state has been fixed, one can work again in the familiar setting
of Hilbert spaces. The transition from the ∗-algebra A and a state ω is achieved by the GNS
15Quasi-free states are the natural states in free theories, which is evidently the case here, see e.g. the quadratic
action (2.60).
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theorem, see e.g. [28]. It states that a state on a ∗-algebra induces a representation of the
algebra on a Hilbert space with a cyclic (“vacuum”) vector. Noticing that a state induces
a positive but (possibly) degenerate inner product on A, this theorem is essentially proved
by quotienting through the null space and then completing the resulting pre-Hilbert space.
One can then see that quasi-free states correspond in this way to Fock spaces and then
the quantum field can be represented in terms of creation and annihilation operators, see
e.g. [36, Chap. 4].
3.3 Normal ordering and the (microlocal) spectrum condition
In quantum field theory one often encounters products of quantum fields at a point. Such
objects cannot be described by elements of the field algebra A or Acpl; it is necessary to
enlarge this algebra. On the other hand, the space of states discussed in the previous
section certainly contains many unphysical states.
In the following we will argue constructively and sometimes formally to derive con-
ditions that mathematically well-behaved states and normal ordering prescriptions must
satisfy. As it turns out, these conditions are also physically desirable.
A normal ordering (or Wick ordering) prescription : · : with respect to a bidistribution
λ2 ∈ (Ω
3
c
(M)⊗2)′ can be (formally) implemented recursively by [4]
:A:(x) = A(x)
:A⊗(n+1) :(x1, . . . , xn+1) = :A
⊗n :(x1, . . . , xn)A(xn+1)
−
n∑
i=1
:A⊗(n−1) :(x1, . . . , x i−1, x i+1, . . . , xn)λ2(x i , xn+1).
Analogously to (3.1), we can extend the definition of the normal ordered fields to maps
from (Ω3
c,d
(M))cpl.
We remark that if λ2 = ω2 is the two-point distribution of a quasi-free state, then the
normal ordering defined above is equivalent to the usual normal ordering of creation and
annihilation operators in the Fock space representation of the state ω. Moreover, observe
that in this case all :A⊗n : are symmetric. For now we will not require that λ2 satisfies the
properties (3.2) of a two-point distribution of a state, although below we will see that λ2
should be equal to ω2 up to a smooth remainder so that these properties are also satisfied
up to a smooth remainder. Such a more general choice comes with advantages (e.g., there
might exist a natural candidate for λ2 but no natural candidate for ω2) and disadvantages
(e.g., if λ2 is not a weak solution of the field equations, the normal ordered field are also
not weak solutions).
In the remainder of this section we will motivate a physical and mathematical require-
ment on the two-point distribution ω2 and also on λ2. For this purpose we will use the
concept of the wavefront set of a distribution; we refer to [2] for an introduction to the
wavefront set including several examples. To formulate this requirement in a convenient
way, let
N :=

(x , k) ∈ T ∗M \ {0}
 G(x , k) = 0	
be the zero set of G(x , k) as a function on the cotangent bundle T ∗M . In other words,
it is the characteristic set of G(x ,∂ ). Moreover, we decompose N into two disconnected
components N=N+ ∪N−, where
N
± :=

(x , k) ∈N
 G(x;n,n,n, k) < 0,n ∈ ±Γ	.
In words: N± are the future (+) and past (-) pointing null-momenta with respect to the
time-orientation induced by the hyperbolicty cone Γ . Physically these are interpreted as
null-momenta with positive or negative energy. This decomposition of null-momenta in
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positive and negative energy with respect to a hyperbolicity covector is certainly always
possible for constitutive densities whose principal symbol is of real principal type and is a
special case of the discussion of energy-distinguishing dispersion relations in [31].
We will show that a good choice of two-point distributions should satisfy the so-called
microlocal spectrum condition
WF(ω2) =WF(λ2) =

(x1, k1; x2,−k2) ∈N
+ ×N−
 (x1, k1)∼ (x2, k2)	, (3.3)
where (x1, k1)∼ (x2, k2) means that (x1, k1) and (x2, k2) lie in the same orbit of the Hamil-
tonian flow XP of P. In most cases we have
XP(x , k) =
∂ G(x , k)
∂ ka
∂
∂ xa
−
∂ G(x , k)
∂ xa
∂
∂ ka
(3.4)
although there are some subleties when XP is vanishing on N, see App. B for details. For
example, for a constant constitutive law this means k1 = k = −k2 with k ∈ N
+ and x1, x2
are connected by a curve whose tangent vector field is given by Gabcd kbkckd . Observe that
our microlocal spectrum condition is an obvious generalization of an equivalent condition
from quantum field theory on curved spacetimes [4, 30]. Roughly speaking, the microlo-
cal spectrum condition says that particles with sufficiently large momenta have a positive
energy.
Applying normal ordering to a product of two fields, we obtain
:A⊗2 :(x1, x2) = A(x1)A(x2)−λ2(x1, x2)1= A
⊗2(x1, x2)− λ2(x1, x2)1. (3.5)
An important quantity in quantum field theory is the Wick square at a point
ω
 
:A⊗2 :(x)

= (ω2− λ2)(x , x),
i.e., the coincidence limit of (3.5) evaluated in a state ω; it is related to the energy density
of the quantum field in the state ω. For this expression and all of its derivatives to be
well-defined we will require that ω2 −λ2 is smooth. That is, we demand
WF(λ2) =WF(ω2), (3.6)
viz., the wavefront sets of λ2 and ω2 shall agree.
Applying normal ordering to products of more than three fields A, we see that ten-
sors products of λ2 appear, e.g., λ
⊗2
2 (x1, x2, x3, x4). Although such tensor products are
well-defined distributions, we have to be more careful if we wish to smear them with distri-
butions. Indeed, J must be smooth if the singular directions of λ2 at each point in M × M
are not contained in a cone Γ such that Γ ∩−Γ = ;. This may be seen by the fact that only
then powers of λ2 are well-defined distributions. Therefore we demand that
WF(ω2)∩−WF(ω2) = ;, (3.7)
where we set (x1, k1; x2,−k2) ∈ WF(ω2) ⇔: (x1,−k1; x2, k2) ∈ −WF(ω2). We remark
that this is not merely a wish for mathematical convenience because physically relevant
quantities, e.g., the fluctuations of the energy density in a state, make sense only if powers
of the two-point function are well-defined distributions.
We will now investigate the microlocal consequences of (3.6) and (3.7). Being a solution
in both of its arguments, it follows from [18, Thm. 18.1.28] that the wavefront set of ω2 is
included in the characteristic set of the operators P ⊗ id and id⊗P so that
WF(ω2)⊂N×N.
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In fact, by propagation of singularities [19, Thm. 26.1.1] and App. B, we see that
(x1, k1; x2, k2) ∈WF(ω2) =⇒ (x
′
1
, k′
1
; x ′
2
, k′
2
) ∈WF(ω2)
for all (x ′
1
, k′
1
)∼ (x1, k1) and (x
′
2
, k′
2
)∼ (x2, k2). Note now that
WF(σ) =WF(∆) =

(x1, k1; x2,−k2) ∈N×N
 (x1, k1)∼ (x2, k2)	,
which is a consequence of the propagation of singularities, see e.g. [10, Sect. 6.5]. Since
the antisymmetric part of ω2 is given by iσ, see (3.2), each (x1, k1; x2,−k2) ∈ N×N is
included either in WF(ω2) or in −WF(ω2) but by (3.7) not in both. In other words, at each
(x1, x2) ∈ M ×M the singular directions of ω2 are included either in N
+
x1
×N−
x2
or N−
x1
×N+
x2
.
Next we use that any two points x1 and x2 can be connected via the Hamiltonian flow XP ,
viz., there exist x3 and k1, k2, k3, k
′
3
∈N such that (x1, k1)∼ (x3, k3) and (x2, k2)∼ (x3, k
′
3
).
It follows that the singular directions at some point in M ×M imply the singular directions
at all other points:
WF(ω2)⊂
(
N
+ ×N−, or
N
− ×N+.
Therefore, WF(ω2) ∩ WF(
tω2) = ; yet WF(ω2) ∪ WF(
tω2) = WF(σ), where
tω2 is the
transpose ofω2 in the sense of bilinear maps, viz., the arguments are exchanged. We finally
conclude that the only possibilities are
WF(ω2) =
(
(x1, k1; x2,−k2) ∈N
+ ×N−
 (x1, k1)∼ (x2, k2)	,
(x1, k1; x2,−k2) ∈N
− ×N+
 (x1, k1)∼ (x2, k2)	.
The choice between the two is just a convention and is related to the choice of the sign in
the Fourier transform. It is customary to choose the first possibility and we will do the same.
Henceforth we will require that λ2 and ω2 satisfy the microlocal spectrum condition (3.3).
Consequently, at each point x, the singular directions of ω2 and λ2 are contained in the
coneN+
x
×N−
x
. Therefore they can be smeared with compactly supported, distributional 3-forms
J ∈ (Ω3(M)⊗n)′ that satisfy WF(J) ∩N×n = ;. Here it is beneficial to restrict to J that are
symmetric under exchange of arguments so that the symmetry of the normal ordered fields
is enforced even when λ2 is not the two-point distribution of a state. The spaces of such J
form the basis for the construction of the so-called algebra of Wick polynomials. As we only
wanted to motivate the microlocal spectrum condition, we will not continue to construct
this algebra. The interested reader should have no difficulty to complete the construction
using e.g. [4, 15] as references.
3.4 Quantum states for constant constitutive laws
In this section we will outline a construction of states that satisfy the microlocal spectrum
condtion (3.3) in the case of a constant constitutive law which has a positive energy den-
sity (2.61) with respect to the vector field
N a =
G
abcdnbncnd
G(n,n,n,n)
for some constant hyperbolicity vector n ∈ Γ . Clearly N is a generalized Killing vector field
because the constitutive density and N are both constant.
To do so we use the energy inner product on the space of solutions of the homogeneous
field equations Ssc defined in (2.63) to show that the kernel of the Lie derivative LN onSsc
is trivial. This follows immediately from the definition of the energy inner product because
LNA= 0 ⇒ 〈A |A〉en =
1
2
ς(A,LNA) = 0 ⇒ A= 0.
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Completing Ssc with respect to the energy product, we obtain a Hilbert space Hen.
Clearly, LN is densely defined on Hen and it is closeable because it is anti-Hermitian; we
denote its closure by the same symbol. We perform a polar decomposition of LN to define
U |LN | :=LN .
Since LN has a trivial kernel on the solution space, also |LN | has a trivial kernel there and
we can define
µ(A,B) := 〈A | |LN |
−1B〉en =
1
2
ς(A,UB)
for A,B ∈ Ssc. We remark that µ is symmetric because |LN | is self-adjoint or, equivalently,
because U is an anti-involution (also called complex structure) that tames ς. Setting
ω2(J ,K) := µ(∆J ,∆K) +
i
2
σ(J ,K), (3.8)
we have thus defined the two-point distribution of a pure quasi-free state.
The state defined by ω2 is a ground state with respect to the symmetry given by the
Killing vector field N . Namely, it satisfies
−iω2(J ,LN J)≥ 0 (3.9)
as ∆ commutes with LN . Note that LN is simply the generator of translations in the direc-
tion of N . Denote by τt the pullback by the flow generated by N ; this is the usual translation
map along N , e.g., τt f (s, ~x) = f (s− t, ~x) for a function f on M . Then one can show, cf. [33,
App. 1], that the condition (3.9) is equivalent to∫
R
f (t)ω2(J ,τtK)dt = 0 (3.10)
for functions f such that its Fourier transform is compactly supported on the negative half-
line (−∞, 0).
We will now investigate the microlocal properties of ω2, i.e., whether ω2 satisfies the
microlocal spectrum condition (3.3). By construction, ω2 is a solution of the field equation
with anti-symmetric part given by the Pauli–Jordan propagator and thus it follows that its
wavefront set satisfies
WF(ω2) ⊂

(x1, k1; x2,−k2) ∈N×N
 (x1, k1)∼ (x2, k2)	.
Following the arguments of the previous section, we now only need to show that WF(ω2) ⊂
N
+ ×N− holds.
As e.g. observed in [35], the wavefront set of a distribution is closely related to the
spectral properties of the action of the translation map on it. Among other things, this fact
was used in [33] to show that ground states for QFT on curved spacetime satisfy the usual
metric-based microlocal spectrum condition. However, it is clear that their proof generalizes
straightforwardly also to our case.
We give a sketch of the argument: Let h ∈ C∞(R) have a compactly supported Fourier
transform. Then
lim
k→−∞
∫
R
h(t)e−iktω2(J ,τtK)dt =
∫
R
fk(t)ω2(J ,τtK)dt = 0
because for sufficiently large negative k the Fourier transform bfk(p) = bh(p+ k) is supported
in (−∞, 0). One can then deduce that the wavefront set for the second argument of ω2
must lie in N− and thus the microlocal spectrum condition (3.3) holds.
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4 Discussion
In this article we covariantly quantized pre-metric electrodynamics with constant coefficient
constitutive density. The first important result towards this goal was the explicit construc-
tion of the quasi-inverse of the principal symbol of the field equations, i.e., the ‘Fourier
representation’ of the photon propagator in pre-metric electrodynamics, in Sect. 2.2. The
idea to construct the quasi-inverse is the same as that of Itin [20, 22] by using the second
adjoint.16 However, our derivation emphasizes more the role of the gauge freedom and
its fixing. Thereby we obtain a precise characterization and parametrization of the gauge
freedom of the theory.
Prerequisites for the application of locally covariant quantization are that the theory
defining constitutive density leads to a hyperbolic Fresnel polynomial and yields a positive
energy-momentum inner product.
The hyperbolic Fresnel polynomial is essential for the causal behaviour of the theory,
as described in Sect. 2.3. We introduced the physically important notions like the causal
future and the causal past of subsets of spacetime as well as the notion of Cauchy surfaces
in the context of pre-metric electrodynamics. These notions allowed us to discuss the causal
behaviour of the solutions to the field equations of pre-metric electrodynamics in Sects. 2.5
and 2.6. There we used the same language as in the study of solutions to the metric wave
equation on Lorentzian spacetimes.
The positive energy-momentum inner product defined in (2.62) ensures the existence
of a ground state on the field algebra, which we constructed explicitly in (3.8). With the
identification of the relation between the positivity of the energy-momentum inner product
and properties of the constitutive density in (2.61), we systematically connect the results
of an earlier canonical approach to the quantization of pre-metric electrodynamics [32],
the construction of quantum states on static spacetimes, see e.g. [36], and the axiomatic
approach to electrodynamics [12]. It is likely that the prerequisites for the constitutive
law we demand here are more restrictive than the requirement of bihyperbolicity and the
energy-distinguishing property in [31].
Constitutive densities which satisfy the requirements just mentioned define linear theo-
ries of electrodynamics which are as well behaved as Maxwell electrodynamics based on a
spacetime metric. Thus those constitutive densities serve equally well as (geometric) back-
ground to define the field equations of a physical field theory as a Lorentzian spacetime
metric.
With the local covariant quantization of pre-metric electrodynamics with constant consti-
tutive law we lay the foundation for the quantization of the general case with non-constant
constitutive law. Analogue to the extension of quantum field theory on Minkowski space-
time to quantum field theory on generally curved spacetime, the methods of algebraic quan-
tum field theory, which we already used in this paper, are suitable to extend the construc-
tion. A main future task in the general case is the construction of advanced and retarded
propagators for the field equations.
The mathematical rigorous framework we used here allows a direct analysis of quan-
tum effects, such as the Casimir effect or quantum energy inequalities, on the basis of the
constitutive density as geometric background field. Due to this more complex background
structure compared to a metric geometry, we expect qualitative and quantitative deviations
to the known results.
A large field of concrete applications for pre-metric electrodynamics is the description of
electrodynamics in media. Systems which are suitable to perform explicit calculations of the
quantum effects are linear permeable media and in particular birefringent uniaxial crystals,
as they were discussed as examples already in this article. These applications continue the
16Note that [20] contains a small mistake due to a missing anti-symmetrization which is corrected in [22] and,
independently, here.
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project of a locally covariant quantum field theory point of view on the results which were
obtained on the derivation of the Casimir Effect in birefringent optical media by applying
canonical quantization to pre-metric electrodynamics in [32].
With this paper we continued to demonstrate that the wave equation on Lorentzian
spacetime is by far not the only equation of interest and an immediate open question is if
one can realize field equations for scalar fields and spinors whose solutions follow the same
causal structure as the vector potential in pre-metric electrodynamics. For the scalar field
one may investigate the Fresnel partial differential equation (2.38), while a Dirac equation
may be constructed by considering a first order equation which is consistent with the Fresnel
partial differential equation. Having included the description of spinors on the background
geometry defined by the constitutive density one may even aim on a complete formulation
of Quantum General Linear Electrodynamics.
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A Uniaxial crystals
As an example beyond Maxwell electrodynamics we mentioned the uniaxial crystal in
Sects. 2.1 and 2.2. In this appendix we discuss the derivation of the constitutive law (2.10),
the Fresnel polynomial (2.24), the Q matrix (2.28) and possible gauge choices in the uniax-
ial crystal.
Uniaxial crystals are simple media in which birefringence occurs. They can be described
in terms of linear dielectric media with an dielectricity ε which has two distinguished eigen-
values and a trivial (magnetic) permeability µ. For a realistic physical model of a uniaxial
medium we refer to [26], where a relativistic nematic fluid is discussed.
General linear dielectric permeable media are defined as media whose constitutive law,
in terms of the dependence of the electric excitation vector D and the magnetic induction
vector Hon the electric and magnetic field vectors E and B, is such that [27]
Da = ε
b
aEb, Ha = µ
b
aBb. (A.1)
This form of the constitutive law can easily be translated in the more general covariant
framework of pre-metric electrodynamics which we used throughout this article. Introduc-
ing a Lorentzian spacetime metric g and a reference observer with unit time direction U ,
i.e., g(U ,U) = −1, we identify the electric and magnetic field with respect to the observer
from the field strength tensor F
Ea = FabU
b, Ba =−
1
2
|g|
1
2 ǫabcdU
bF cd .
The corresponding electric excitation and the magnetic induction are obtained from the
induction tensor H via
Da =
1
2
|g|
1
2 ǫabcdU
bH cd , Ha =−HabU
b.
These definitions of E,B,D and Hdiffer from the ones in [27] due to a different definition
of the excitation. The definitions used here are such that for εa b = δ
a
b
= µa b we recover
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Maxwell electrodynamics. Combining these equations with the constitutive law (A.1), we
see that for consistency the dielectricity and the permeability have to satisfy εa bU
b = 0 and
µa bU
b = 0. Comparing (A.1) with the constitutive law of pre-metric electrodynamics (2.3),
we see that we can express the constitutive tensor κab
cd in terms of the matrices ε and µ:
κab
cd = 2|g|
1
2
 
ǫab f gε
[c
eU
d]U f geg − ǫe f ghµ
e
[aUb]U
f g cg gdh

.
Inserting the trivial permeability µa b = δ
a
b
+ Ua gbcU
c and the dielectricity εa b = δ
a
b
+
Ua gbcU
c + X a gbcX
c , where X is a spacelike vector field orthogonal to U on spacetime, we
obtain for the constitutive density (2.4)
χabcd =
1
2
ǫabe f κe f
cd = |g|
1
2
 
2g c[a g b]d + 4X [aU b]X [dU c]

. (A.2)
Observe that for vanishing vector field X this constitutive density reduces to the one of
Maxwell electrodynamics (2.9). We thus see that X characterizes the properties of the
crystal, in particular its optical axis.
The Fresnel polynomial of the constitutive law under consideration turns out to be bi-
metric, i.e., the product of two quadratic polynomials in the wave vectors k, each defined
through a metric:
G(k) =
1
4!
ǫc1a1a2a3ǫd3b1 b2 b3χ
a1c1b1d1χa2c2b2d2χa3c3 b3d3kd1kc2kd2kc3
= |g|
1
2 g−1(k, k)
 
g−1(k, k)− U(k)2g(X ,X ) + X (k)2

.
We remark that uniaxial crystals are not the only media with bi-metric Fresnel polynomials
but that two other classes of constitutive laws with this property exist [5]. The matrix Qab
takes the form
Qab = Q˜ab − k(a
 
X b)X (k)− Ub)U(k)g(X ,X )

− kakb,
where we extracted the term
Q˜ab = gab
 
g−1(k, k) + X (k)2 − U(k)2g(X ,X )

+
 
X (k)Ua − U(k)Xa
 
X (k)Ub − U(k)X b

.
that is not proportional to ka or kb for its importance in different gauge choices. Note
that one could use Q˜ab to define Green’s operators in a generalization of Feynman gauge
to uniaxial crystals, see also (2.54). Due to the rich structure of the Fresnel polynomial we
can use both kinds of gauge choices for κ discussed in Sect. 2.4. This leads to the following
gauge equivalent quasi-inverses:
1. Since the Fresnel polynomial is the product of two metrics, we can use the first factor
gab to construct
κa
1
=
gabkb
g−1(k, k)
.
2. Equally well we could use the second factor gab − UaU b g(X ,X ) + X aX b to find
κa
2
=
gabkb − U(k)g(X ,X )U
a + X (k)X a
g−1(k, k)− U(k)2g(X ,X ) + X (k)2
.
3. The canonical choice, purely determined by the Fresnel polynomial and thus applica-
ble in any case of pre-metric electrodynamics is
κa
3
=
G
abcd kbkckd
G(k)
=
1
2
(κa
1
+ κa
2
).
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A quasi-inverse of the principal symbols for field equations of the electromagnetic field
inside the uniaxial crystal is now obtained by combining the objects we displayed here
explicitly as derived in (2.34).
All choices of κ yield a different quasi-inverse. Following Sects. 2.5 and 2.6, each of
these can be used to construct solutions to the field equations by an application to a con-
served current. Clearly the resulting (different) vector potentials are gauge equivalent. We
would like to stress that from the viewpoint of pre-metric electrodynamics the third gauge
choice is the most natural one. The other choices rely on the fact that there is at least one
metric in the constitutive law with which a gauge fixing can be defined. For an uniaxial
crystal with constant constitutive law (A.2), the gauge conditions κ and the corresponding
quasi-inverses of the principal symbol of the field equations can now be used to construct
the inverse of the field equations (2.48), the Pauli–Jordan propagator (2.56) and the sym-
plectic space of solutions as done in Sect. 2.7.
B Partial differential operators and the propagation of singularities
In Sect 2.2 we derived the quasi-inverse of the principal symbol of the field equations.
Here we would like to comment on the propagation of singularities of the theory which
are interpreted as the propagation of light rays in the geometric optical limit of pre-metric
electrodynamics.
The theory of partial differential equations tells us that the singularities of the solutions
of a partial differential equation PA= J propagate along the flow of the Hamilton vector field
XP associated to the operator’s principal symbol M(x , k) if the operator is of real principal
type, cf. [7].
An n× n (n equations for n variables) partial differential operator P is of real principal
type if and only if, in addition to its principal symbol M, there exists another n× n symbol
N such that
N◦M= S(x , k) id, (B.1)
where S(x , k) is a scalar symbol of real principal type. The associated Hamilton vector field
is given by
XP(x , k) :=
∂S(x , k)
∂ ka
∂
∂ xa
−
∂S(x , k)
∂ xa
∂
∂ ka
, (B.2)
and S is of real principal type if XP is not radial and not vanishing where S(x , k) = 0.
To apply this concept to pre-metric electrodynamics one must be careful. It is not ob-
vious that the field equations are an n× n system of coupled partial differential equations
due to the gauge freedom. However, as sketched in the next paragraph, the field equa-
tions of pre-metric electrodynamics are a 3× 3 system of real principal type under certain
conditions.
With the introduction of M in (2.12) by combining M with an ǫ tensor density we can
rephrase the real principal type condition (B.1) for pre-metric electrodynamics as
Sid =N◦M= N ◦M .
From (2.29) we identify Swith the Fresnel polynomial G and N with the bi-linear Q. To
indeed obtain an identity instead of a projector on the right hand side of (2.29) we need
to restrict to the gauge-fixed subspace V . We conclude that the principal symbol M of
pre-metric electrodynamics is a 3× 3 symbol of real principal type if the scalar symbol G
is of real principal type. The singularities of the solutions of the theory propagate along
the integral curves of the Hamilton vector field determined by the zeroes of the Fresnel
polynomial. Unfortunately, as we see in the example of Maxwell electrodynamics (2.23), G
is not necessarily of real principal type. In this case we can, however, divide both Q and
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G by g−1(k, k) to find that M is still of real principal type. This is in fact an example of a
general strategy that one should apply in such a situation: If G is reducible, reduce it.
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